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Persistent in th e Right; F earless in Opposing W rong.
COLLEO-EVILLE, FR
EIST

VOLUME Q.

The Princess Droguca.
“No, Herbert, I can’t do it.
You
will have to get out of the difficulty by
yourself. It is useless my going to
your father any m ore; he said the last
time he would never again cripple himBelf by paying your debts. His mind
is made up about i t ; and even if it
wasn’t I know he has not got the money
As for me, you know I have not.”
“Then what on earth am I to do ?”
inquired the Hon. Herbert Farnham.
“ The Jews will do no more for me.
I ’m ‘broke’ and that’s the truth. They
say there’s a baronet working down at
the docks, glad of three shillings a day
when he can get it. I suppose I shall
come to that 1”
Lady Chetwynd looked at her favor
ite son vand smiled 'a little.
I t was a
funny picture that of this grand crea
ture, resplendent with the beauties of
nature appropriate to a “masher,” and
adorned by clothes perfectly built work
ing at anything but the obtaining of as
much amusement as possible out of life.
The smile was but transient on Lady
Chetwynd’s handsome face; it died
away soon, and she fell into profound
thought.
Presently she said very
gravely, “There is your Aunt Mar
garet.”
“ What of her ?” inquired the HonHerbert looking up from his admiraable boots, which he had been studying
attentively, possibly wondering wheth
er the hundred well-cut pairs that stood
in his dressing room would be any use
to wear out when he was a dock labor
er, or whether it might become neces
sary to have a sale of his personal be
longings.
“ Well—I know she is in England.
She wrote and told me so, in fact. And
it has occurred to me, once or twice, to
wonder whom she will leave all her
money to.”
- “ Has she no one ?” inquired the Hon.
Herbert quickly.
“No one at all, I believe ; absolutely
no one. She was an only child, and
with no near relatives, when she mar
ried your uncle, George. That is how
she came to be sole heiress to such an
enormous fortune.”
“ Made out of sausages, wasn’t it?”
“Oh, n o ; nothing worse than pickles
and jam. I ’d have forgiven her the
source of her money, for, her father
being dead when she married, it might
all have been forgotten, but I found it
difficult to forgive her for being her
self.”
. »
“ W hat’s the matter with her?” asked
the Hon. Herbert.
“ Well”—said Lady Chetwynd, hesi
tating a little, “she’s—vulgar—and—
rather flighty. She never seemed to me
good enough for George.”
“ Why did he marry her then?”
“Oh, as for that,” answered Lady
Chetwynd, her color rising slightly, I
believe he married her for her money.
I can imagine no other reason.”
“ Ah 1” said her son ; “then she’s been
married twice for the same reason, I
suppose ?”
“Yes,” observed Lady Chetwynd,
“ that second marriage made me more
angry with her than ever. Now, her
second husband is dead, I really wish
she would call herself, Mrs. Rolleston
again, instead of going about as the
Princess Droguca.”
“Never mind,” said the Hon. Her
bert; “as the prince cleared out with
out squandering her money at cards
I ’ll forgive him his sins and even speak
respectfully of his memory. Now tell
me where to find my Aunt Margaret,
the Princess Droguca. Surely I must
have inherited some of those fascina
ting powers you and Uncle George
seemed to have possessed in common ;
I will try them on her. I will be hum
ble, dutiful, the most exemplary of
nephews.
I will carry her prayer
book to church and nurse her poodle.
Most elderly ladies have some mono
mania or other.
I will discover hers
and feed it. You will hardly know me
if you should see me at her side, so
full of humanity and decorum shall I
be.”
Lady Chetwynd smiled and sighed at
once. “ I have no idea what she is like
now,” she said, “it is a long time since
I have seen her—many a long year—
never since George died, in fact. She
was not pious then; perhaps she is now.
You will find her at the Clairville at
Segate.”
“ I ’ve heard of that establishment,”
said the Hon. Herbert thoughtfully ;
“a queer place for an elderly lady.
However, I dare Say she knows no bet
ter. Give me a line of introduction to
her, and I ’ll run down at once J shan’t

mind going to Segate just now ; it’s
superb weather, and lots of people
there.”
Lady Chetwynd, looking thoughtful
as she did so, wrote a very brief note
and handed it to her son, who started
off immediately.
He was in such an
excedingly “tight placé” just now that
he would have gone a much longer
journej', at equally short notice, if
thereby he might discover an elderly
aunt with money.
Segate was looking glorious ; and
the gayety of the place and people, the
freshness of the air, and the brilliant
coloring of the sea and sky, made the
Hon. Herbert feel very “young and
delightful.” He resolved to lunch at
a restaurant, take a turn on the promen
ade and smoke a cigar on the pier be
fore going to the Clairville. He fanci
ed that he would then be refreshed, and
so better able to enter thoroughly into
the role of dutiful nephew which he pro
posed to play.
He lunched well, lit his cigar, and
started in search of half an hour’s rec
reation. He did not go far before he
found what he was in search of; he met
with a lady so surprising to look at
that the mere sight of her recreated
him. He proceeded to stare steadily
at her and to take note of all her
“ points” carefully.
She was a little
creature, well formed, with pretty feet
and hands ; the feet clad in wondrous
high-heeled boots that were very high
but did not meet all in front ; the lac
ing displayed crimson openworked
stockings.
The little figure, wasp
wasted, was dressed in the most extrav
agant of French cheeks—the sort of
costume devised by the Parisian intel
lect for English women who are “ fond”,
of dress. A mass of blonded and frizhair encircled a small face which was
admirably well painted ; only the usual
mistake was made—the thing was over
done, and thus the possibility of decep
tion destroyed.
The lady’s hat and
parasol each deserve a page of descrip
tion, they were so surprising.' The
whole tying astonished and delighted
the Hon. Herbert. This young gentle
man had a good deal of the “ knight of
the pavement” in him ; if a pretty girl
gave him a glance of encouragemet he
was capable of walking after her quite a
mile in the hope of adventure.
The
lady he now saw before him had “en
couragement” writ in large characters
all over her, thanks to her costume,
and her plaintive blue eyes repeated
the word. She stood, quite alone, by
the rail at the edge of the sea walk,
looking at the the passers-by. She soon
became as much interested in Herbert
as he was in her. She slowly walked
towards the pier and went on to it. The
Hon. Herbert followed her, passed and
repassed her.
At the end of the pier there were
some sheltered, secluded seats.
The
lady walked on to these slowly—for no
one could walk fast in such boots as
hers—chose one with much deliberation
sat down and straightway dropped her
parasol.
Of course Herbert was *at
hand to pick it up. Then he sat down
by her and for half an hour they look
ed at the blue sea and looked.
She
amused him very much.
She never
smiled, but said the most spicy and
piquent things in a small, high-pitched
voice, looking straight at him the while
Herbert knew very well how to look
admiration, and he found that she un
derstood perfectly, but also that she
appreciated a little more open flattery.
This made it very plan sailing and Her
bert found himself much less bored
than usual during a flirtation. The
little lady being so excessively pro
nounced it was difficult to feel bored
until one had seen all her extravagan
cies.
At last he rose.
“ I must go,” he
said ; “it is hard but I must. “Do you
come on the pier in the evening?”
“Yes,” she answered immediately;
“about 10 o’clock.”
“ Then I shall stay in Seagate till to
morrow,” said Herbert gallantly, and
left her.
Then, assuming a business-like man
ner, he walked off to the Clairville,.
meditating all the way on the mode in
which he should address his aunt. After
turning the matter over and over in his
mind he resolved to trust to the inspir
ation of the moment, and to follow her
lead very carefully till he knew how to
humor her.
On his way a hired carriage passed
him ; in it sat the little lady whom he
fully intended to meet upon the pier to
night.
She gave him a glance from
under her wonderful parasol ; such a
look—seductive, full of invitation.

“I believe she is as old as the hills,”
reflected H erbert; “ but she is marvell
ously made up, and very funny. W hit
a catastrophe if she should live at the
Clairville!”
He arrived at the hotel—a fine house
standing in pretty grounds, and tenan
ted by people who lived on pension ;
people who seemed to have no homes
of their own own anywhere ; who were
exceedingly sociable and very merry.
On the broad terrace a number' of peo
ple were talking and laughing; the hour
of afternoon tea had brought them to
the house.
In the midst of a small
crowd of gentlemen stood the little
lady; evidently she was a favorite.
Herbert quickly passed the group lookthe other way the while. He entered
the hall, and, finding a waiter, asked
for the Princess Droguca.
He was
shown into a small drawing room.
Two minutes later the little lady
came in and looked at him with some
surprise. “You have asked for me ?”
she said ; “you know my name 1”
The awful truth flashed upon him.
For one wild moment he thought of
sinking his indentity—of escaping with
out telling her who he was.
But he
had not time to think it out—he was
confused, stammered something—and
then, in despair, handed her his
mother’s note. -She opened it deliber
ately, read it at a glance, and threw it
carelessly on a table.
He fancied his
doom was sealed ; took up his hat and
prepared to go. But he felt he owed
it to himself to apologize; he did so,
profusely.
She interrupted him with her slight
shrill voice, looking straight at him
with those plaintive blue eyes, which
were so full of candid hunger for ad
miration.
“W hat are you apologizing so much
for ?” she said. “It is the first compli
ment your family has ever paid me 1
Come into the other room 4 I must
have some tea.”
She put her hand on his arm and led
him away. For the first time in his
life Herbert was at a loss what to say
or what to do. But at last he succeed
ed in taking her cue; it seemed funny
to flirt with one’s aunt, but he did it.
And she paid his debts. Probably
she will leave him her money.— London
World.
An Anecdote of Sum ner.
Charles Sumner, many years before
he was known in politics, sought the
acquaintance of Horace Greeley in New
York. He found the journalist much
engaged, and was invited by him to
come to his 'house the next morning
and take breakfast. Mr. Sumner was
not an early riser, and he liked a good
breakfast when he did get up. He
rather anticipated one in this case. At
the early hour named by Mr. Greeley
he left the Astor house, took a stage,
and rode several miles up Broadway,
and after much difficulty, found the
residence of his new friend at an oldfashioned farmhouse, situated in the
middle of an orchard between Broad
way and the river, where he was hos
pitably received by the occupant. Af
ter considerable conversation with Mr.
Greeley the latter remarked to his wife
who had come into the room, that Mr.
Sumner would probably like something
to eat. She expressed a doubt whether
there was anything in the house, at
which Sumner, who was really hungry
after his long ride, was somewhat—well
surprised to say the least. “Why,
mother” said Greeley to his wife, “you
must have some bread and mjik in the
house.” She thought that it might be
so, and soon appeared with a mug, two
bowls and some crackers, which she
placed on a bare pine table, and the
two incipient philantrophists ate their
breakfast in peace.
Anybody who
knew Sumner and his dainty waj’S in
these things ean appreciate the situa
tion.
No doubt it was the first and
last time he ever did justice to bread
and milk. The friends to whom Sumner
related this incident had a feeling,
which time rather strengthened, that
the older philosopher was practicing a
grim joke on the gay and somewhat
festive man from Boston.
Sumner,
however never could appreciate a joke,
and considered the transaction a real
one so far as good faith was concerned
although, he related it with considerablee glee. Perhaps he had in his heart
something of the feeling of Thaekerj%
who once said to a friend in Boston :
“I often wish I knew whether Becky
Sharp was really guilty when found by
her husband with the marquis of Steyne
under such remarkable circumstances.”
— Every other Saturdw.
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Catching a Buffalo.

‘Ju st like Mother.

BILL NYE’s REFLECTIONS UPON A PLEASING

The wind was blowing a regular gale
large snow-flakes were borne along,
helpless in their lightness and lodged
here and there only to be again picked
up by the wind and piled together in
great drifts. It was bitter cold, and
pedestrians hurried along the street
intent, seemingly only to reach home
and family.
In a stairway on Wisconsin street a
little ragged fellow, with a bundle of
papers under his arm, had crawled out
of the storm, but not out of the cold.
Grouching in a heap upon the steps,
teeth chattering, too cold to call out his
papers for sale, he tried to get warm.
His skeleton arms, his pinched features,
told, only too plainly, that he was a
child of misfortune. Poverty, thou
wouldst not be So cruel, were it not
that the world looks upon thee as a
culprit, and to be in thy company a
crime.
No one observed the little fellow as
he sat their in the cold. Presently an
an old lady, warmly, but not richly clad,
came along, and chanced to see him.
She turned into the stairway, but the
boy, used, evidently, to cuffs and
kicks, tried to escape her. A reassur
ing smile on her face and a kind word
from her lips, held the lad. She, dear
old soul, knelt down, pinned up his tat
ters, tied a scarf about his neck, gave
him a piece of silver, and with parting
words of cheer started to leave him.
Turning again, she clasped the boy to
her bosom, hissed him, and then went
on her way. Tlje boy, with tears on
his cheeks, looked after her, as she
passed down Wisconsin street, and
said : “That is just the way mother
used to kiss me before she died. I won
der if it is her again ?” Then, as if a
new impulse and a new life had been
born in him, the little newsboy started
to dispose of his stock in trade. That
act of kindness, that kiss, so much like
mother’s in charity given, so warmed
his heart that the cold winds of winter
had no terrors for him. And who
knows but what that old lady’s kind
ness to that ragged, forlorn newsboy
will be the turning point in that boy’s
life that, will, in the future, give to the
world a man.of honor, and a man of
whom Milwaukee may well be proud.
There are hundreds of boys all over
this great country who are going to
the bad just for the want of a kind
word or act, like that given by this
kind-hearted old German woman. Kind
words and acts, with a few dimes, will
do much to reform the world, and re
claim those who are, by force of cir
cumstances, going to the wrong.—
Peck'8 Sun.

ANECDOTE.

A pleasing anecdote is being told
through the press columns recently, of
an encounter on the South Platte which
occurred some years ago between a
Texan and a buffalo. The recital sets
forth the fact that two Texans went
out to hunt buffalo, hoping to get
enough for a mess during the day. To
ward evening they saw two gentlemen
buffalo on a neighboring hill near the
Platte, and at once pursued their game,
each selecting an animal. They sepa
rated at once, Jack going one way,
galloping after his beast, while Sam
went in the other direction. Jack soon
got a shot at his game, but the bullet
only tore a large hole in the fleshy
shoulder of the bull, and buried itself
in the neck, maddening the animal to
such a degree that he turned at once
and charged upon horse and rider.
The astonished horse, with the won
derful courage, sagacity and sang froid
peculiar to the bronco, whirled around
two consecutive times, tangled his feet
in the tall grass and Jell, throwing his
rider about fifty feet. He then rose
and walked away to a quiet place where
he Could consider the matter and give
the buffalo an opportunity to recover.
The infuriated bull then gave chase to
Jack, who kept out of the way for a
few yards only, when, getting his legs,
entangled in the grass, he fell so sud
denly that his pursuer dashed over him
without doirg him any bodily injury.
However, as the animal went over his
prostrate form, Jack felt the buffalo’s
tail brush across his face, and, rising
suddenly, he caught it with a terrific
•grip and hung to it, thus keeping out
of the reach of his enemy ’s horns, till
his strength was just giving out, when
Sam hove in sight aud put a large bul
let through the bull’s heart.
This tale is told apparently by an
old plainsman and scout, who reels it
off as though he might be telling his
own experience.
Now, I do not wish to seem captious
and always sticking my nose into what
is n<yj| of my business, but as a logical
and flklogical fact I desire, in my cur-,
sory w y , to cooly take up the subject
of the puffalo tail. • Those who have
been in the habit of killing buffaloes,
instead of running an account at the
butcher shop, will remember that this
noble animal has a genuine camel’s hair
tail about eight inches long, with a
chenille tassel at the end, which he
throws up into the rarified atmosphere
of the far west whenever he is surprised
or agitated.
In passing over a prostrate men
H ad It In A Bag
therefore, I apprehend that in order to
brush his-face with the average buffalo
One of the gaily-painted mail wagons
tail, it would be necessary for him to
sit down on the bosom of the prostrate which ply between the postoffice and
scout and fan his features with the the depots, and which continually re
mind the pedestrians of “ the greatest
miniature caudal bud.
show
on earth,” was down at the Uniun
The buffalo does not gallop an hun
depot
the other day, when a stranger
dred miles a day, dragging his tail
looked
it carefully over and inquired
across the bunch grass and alkalki of
of
a
policeman:
the boundless plains.
“ Circus in town?”
He snorts a little, turns his blood
“No, not exactly.”
shot eyes toward the enemy a moment
“ What kind of an animal have they
and then, throwing his cunning little
got
in there ?”
taillet over the dash boardlet, he wings
“
Can’t
you read ?”
his way in an opposite direction.
“
I
can
when I ’m to hum, but this
The man who could lie on his back
snow
kinder
blinds me.”
and grab that vision by the tail would
“ Well, it’s a dodo, I believe.”
have to be moderately active. If he
“ And where are they going to take
succeeded, however, it would be the
him
?”•
question of the sixteenth part of a sec
“
Oh,
up town a piece. Ifyou follow
ond only whether he had his arms
the
wagon
you’ll be apt to see him un
jerked out by the roots and scattered
loaded.”
through space or whether he had
“ I believe I will. I haven’t seen one
strength of will sufficient to yank out
of
them animals since I was a boy, and
the withered little frizz and hold the
if
there
ain’t no charge for it I might
quivering ornament in his hands. Few I
as
well
take
a squint.”
people have the moral courage to follow
He
followed
the wagon at a trot and
a buffalo around over half a day hold-,
was
absent
about
half an hour. When
ing on by the tail. It is said that a
Sioux brave once tried it and they say he returned the officer asked:
his tracks were thirteen miles apart.
“ Well, did you see the dodo ?”
After merrily sauntering around with
“ Not a hair of him,” was the dis
the buffalo one hour, during which time gusted reply. “ Got all ready to, ’’but
he crossed the territories of Wyoming
and Dakota twice and surrounded the I ’ll be hanged if they didn’t have him
regular army three times, he became in a leather bag.—Detroit Free Press.
discouraged and died from the injuries
he had received. Perhaps, however, it
T h e T rium ph of Paste.
may have been fatigue.
It may be possible for a man to catch
A man was busily engaged in past
hold of the meagre tail of a meteor and
let it snatch him through the coming ing patent medicine advertisements on
years.
the posts supporting the awnings in
I t might be that a man with a strong front of a block of stores in Eighth
constitution could catch a cyclone and
ride it bareback across the United avenue at 1 o’clock the other morning.
“ Why do you work at this time of
States and then have a fresh one ready
night
?”• he was asked.
to ride back again, but to catch a buf
falo bull in the full flush of manhood,
“ So’s the owners of the stores won’t
as it were, and retain his tail while he see me. A good many of them object
crossed three reservations and two
mountain ranges, requires great tenaci to our sticking bills upon their proper
ty of purpose and unusual mental equi ty. In the day time we have to ask
permission, In the night nobody see9
poise.— Bill Nye.
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us. There wa9 an old fellow in Tenth
avenue who had some big posts in front
of his grocery. I wanted to stick up
some bills for a variety show, and went
and asked him if I might. He was a
pious old chap—a deacon, I ’ve heard—and he got awful mad when I told him
what the bills were. He came as near
swearing as a deacon could—said “ by
Godfrey,” if I remember rightly—and
said I ought to be ashamed of myself
to be pasting up such things. He talked
pretty mean, and I got riled. Thinks
I, old fellow, I ’ll stick up these bills on
your old shebang if I died for it. He
had heavy board shutters on the win
dows, and, of course, they were swung
back in the daytime. I slipped around
when there wasn’t anybody looking and
pasted one of the best pictures on the
back of every shutter. When night
came they pulled the shutters to from
the inside and went away without
noticing the bills. The next day was
Sunday, and if it wasn’t a circus to see
the boys around that building looking
at the pictures. There wasn’t another
building like it anywhere in the neigh
borhood, and it drew well all day. I
heard the deacon nearly burst a blood
vessel when he got around the next
morning. He had to have the shutters
all taken off and soaked in hot water
before the bills would peel off. Dry
work talking, ain’t it ?”
A Southern D arkey’s P rayer.
“ One of the most remarkable and
original prayers I ever heard,” said a
gentleman to a Herald reporter re
cently, “ was just after the war closed
and I was taking a run down through
Georgia in hopes of finding a desirable
cotton plantation. One bright summer
night found me at the cabin of an old
negro, who had once been a slave but
who located on the old plantation after
the war and was his own master. He
He gladly welcomed me to his humble
abode, and to such bed and board as he
could provide.
“ Supper over, and a most excellent
one, too, the old man regaled me with
stories of plantation life until his son,
a good chunck of a boy, came home
from a neighbor’s. Before retiring the
old man asked me to read a chapter in
the Bible, when he would pray. He
said he couldn’t read but he was pow
erful in exhortin’ and prayer. After
reading a chapter from Job and part ot
a psalm, we knelt down and the old
man let his soul flow out to God. Even
in the uncouth language of the old
slave every word was sublime, and
seemed as coming from one inspired.
I remember one passage remarkable for
its beauty and unapproachable as
a figure. Said she : “ If I had de wings
ob a dove, I ’d mount de golden steps to
de New Jerusalem, an’ dip my fingers
in de blood of de Lamb and write de
word Redemption on de blue vault of
heaven.” He prayed for the President
of the United States, all his cabinet,
the army, the navy, the Governors
of alt the states, for me his guest, for
his neighbors, for absent children, for
himself and family. He asked forgive
ness for many sins and thanked the
Lord for many blessings.
“ Well, I began to get tired. I had
rested my knees the best I could , but
I wanted to sit up badly, and at the
same time did not want to give bffence
to my kind host. The boy reclined
next to me with his head in a chair
sound asleep. Touching him gently,
I whispered: “About how soon will your
father get through ?” “ Has he got to
de place where Moses crossed de Red
Sea ?” Being assured that said point
had not yet been reacd, the boy yawned
and continued: “ Well, when he gits to
whar Moses crossed de Red Sea he’s
jist half done,’’ and he relapsed into
unconsciousness.”— Dayton Herald.
N ative H om e of the Potato.
The impression is very general that the
only home of the potato is in South
America. This is an error, and arose
no doubt from the historic fact that it
was first brought to the notice of civil
ized men from that country. No doubt
it was the cultivated tuber that Raleigh
took from there to Europe, and I lack
evidence to prove that it was ever found
there in its wild state. Authors seem
to have taken little interest in the in
quiry as to where its native home is,
but I have abundant evidence to prove
that it grew wild high up in the north
ern temperate zones. Mere than thirty
years ago, Mr. Forsyth, of St. Louis,
who had been for several years a hunter
and trapper in the Rocky Mountains,
told me that he once camped in a shelter

ed valley in the mountains, a consider
able distance north of the line of New
Mexico, and that he soon discovered
that his camp was in the midst of a con
siderable field of vines, which he read
ily recognized as those of the potato
and with his hunting-knife he dug a
supply, which he boiled and found them
a rich accompanimeut to his venison,
which was almost his exclusive diet
when in the mountains. As this camp
was on a fine beaver stream he remain
ed in it some time, subsisting largely on
the wild potatoes, which he found both
nutritious and healthy. He described
them as very small, the largest not big
ger than a hazel-nut and attached to
gether by short connecting cords’ a con
siderable number in a string. We some
times see several of the cultivated pota
toes thus connected.
About 1850 I was shown some pota
toes near Lisbon, Kendall county, in
this State, which I was assured, were
grown from wild potatoes found in the
Rocky Mountains, west of Tucson,
brought by volunteers ou their return
from the Mexican campaign. They
had been grown for several successive
years, increasing in size every year till
now they were of a fair size and. good
flavor. I procured a buMiel, which I
planted with fair results but as they
were not as good as the pinkeye, which
was then the favorite potato throughout
this country, I did n o t’continue their
cultivation. I investigated the origin
of that potato and became satisfied that
its claim was well founded. The late
Col. W. B. Warren, of Jacksonville, 111.,
assured me that about sixty years ago
he found the wild potato growing on
the banks of the Ohio river, and de
scribed them as much the same as those
observed by Mr. Forsyth.

Moose in Maine.
Moose are increasing in Maine. In
the summer they frequent lakes, and
rivers to free themselves of insect j>eftt%and they feed upon water plants and the
tender branches of overhanging trees.
In hunting moose it is useless to use
hounds, as they are almrost certain to
be killed by a blow from» t the hind foot
of the powerful animal. The Indians
hunt moose with small eur dogs, which
are so small they can dodge the blows
of the moose, but are sufficient to worry
them until the hunter comes up and
fires the fatal shot. In the center of a
foot of a moose is a small bag, some
thing like a bladder, and from this at
each step is left a scent something like
musk, and it is this peculiar smell which
enables dogs to follow moose.
The pairing season begins in Septem
ber, and during October the males be
come furious. If two of this gender
chance to meet they fight .until one or
the other is conquered. I t is danger
ous for the hunter to meet a male at
this season of the year. Last fall a
party of gentlemen were camping out
in Piscataquis county. Late one after
noon one of the party began to chop
down a tree for firewood. The blows
attracted the attention of a large bull
moose, and with a terrible bellow he
made a rush for the chopper, who luck-;
ily escaped. The Indians attract moose
to ponds and lakes by blowing a horn
made of birch bark, which makes J,
sound something like the bellow of the'
female. In certain seasons the females
will penetrate the thick swamp, where
the males, on account of their antlers,
cannot make their way through the
heavy brush. Oftentimes the males are
caught in these jungles, and as there is
no escape, perish. The writer can re
member when large loads of moose
were brought from Aroostook and ship
ped to the Bo Aon and New York mar
kets. This wholesale slaughter was
fast depleting the woods of this noble
game, when the present game laws were
passed for their protection. Before
long, if they are not to-day, the forests
of northern Maine will be the finest
moose-hunting grounds in America.
The caribou is as. large as the moose,
which it somewhat resembles, but be
longs to a different species—the elk.
In the winter they are frequently seen
in the region about Mount Katahdin,in
droves of ten or twelve. They are more
plenty than moose, and do not “yard.” ,
Caribou were seen last winter within
sixty or seventy miles of Bangor.
Under the protection of the law deer
have become so plenty that there are
yards as near as eight or ten miles of
Bangor.
The action of a man is a representa
tive type of his thought and will; and
a work of charity is a representative
type of the oharity within, in the sou)
and mind.
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E. 8. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor
T hursday, June 5 , 1884.
K eep an eye on Gresham on the
homestretch.
T he great leaders of ’80—Conkling,

Garfield, Cameron—are not on the Chi
cago battle ground this year.
Grant gave Ward the privilege of
using his name for all it was worth. It
would hardly be worth fourteen mill
ions now I
T he Chicago statesmen should not
neglect to remember th at sunstrokes
have been known to occur at this season
o f the year.

I t is proposed to reduce the number
of internal revenue districts from 84 to
63. A proposition to wipe them out
altogether would be more acceptable.
D ecoration D ay was observed to a
greater extent in almost every section
of the country this year than ever be
fore. . I t is likely to become the chief
national holiday of the year.

s

G eneral B abcock was drowned on
the Florida coast last Saturday. Dur
ing the war success came to him very
rapidly. He became notorious during
Grant’s first term as a partner in the
whisky-ring, and other prominent
swindles known to that period, and the
public never restored him to its confi
dence. His was a sad end to a check
ered life.

W hen our own home delegate, Jacob
Philip Hale Jenkins, becomes known as
a prominent factor in the Chicago bat OUR W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R .
tle the assembled multitudes will sigh
W ashington, D. C., June 3, 1884.
a gentle sigh of relief.
Another one of Washington’s society
pets has gone to jail ; the National
Great damage was done in New Rifles, the crack company of the Wash
York and the Eastern States last week ington dude soldiery, is without a colo
by the sudden change in temperature. nel, and the Government exchequer is
short, nobody knows how much,
The frost was severe in many places through the speculations and pecula
and crops of various plants were de tions of Col. J, 0. P. Burnside, Disburs
ing Officer of the Post Office Depart
stroyed.
ment. This Burnside was one of those
A mong the list of prominent states self righteous sort of chaps who avoid
ed the ways of the ungodly until pe
man assembled at Chicago we do not troleum with its fascinating “ puts”
observé the name of the illustrious captured him and the Government
Wharton Barker. Where can he be ? funds necessary to keep up his out of
The Lower Providence lawyer and pocket speculation. To show how easy
statesman is also conspicuous on ac it is for these disbursing officials to get
away with the Government funds and
count of his absence.
not get caught, the amazing fact is
brought to light that Burnside’s ac
T here are bills , before Congress counts with the Government have not
.adjusted since June 30, 1881, a
granting the right of way through In been
period of three years 1 How many more
dian Territory to as many as six differ of these fellows may turn up defaulters
ent railroads which will invade the lands nobody can guess for nobody knows
set apart for the Indians. The chiefs how their accounts stand, and nobody
of the Indian nations protest against seems to be invested with the duty of
finding out.
the construction of the proposed lines,
What a Washington correspondent
and they haVe a right to object; and does not know about politics and polithe United StWtes Government should titions is hardly worth while for any
by all means uphold the solemn treaty body else to inquire about. In the last
four weeks they have by turns nomin
made with them. 1
ated and killed oft' every man in the
•
\ ... ..........^
Republican and Democratic parties who
A Colored Chairm an! And why had been mentioned as a possible can
not ? We have a better opinion of this didate, and now they are bringing up
country than ever. Brains, intelligence some more victims for journalistic
slaughter and newspaper aggrandize
and honesty will tell, and if a negro ment. Judge Miller, of Iowa, is the
possesses these qualities he should have coming man for the nomination at Chi
an equal chance with a good white man cago, and Judge Foraker, of Ohio, is to
and many more opportunities for ad be the second on the ticket. Then fol
vancement than bad men of any color. lows column after column of slush,
comprising second-hand opinions that
The colored population has been feast the correspondent has picked from the
ing on taffy long enough and the party hotel cuspidors, and which reflect the
of “great moral ideas” is only taking political sentiment of the public men at
time by the forelock. Three cheers for Capital about as accurately as a bootblack might gather such inspiration
the Colored Chairman 1
through his profession. These fellows
as a rule, are liars-of the most gorge
T he Reading Railroad Corporation is ous sort, and handle the characters of
again placed in the hands of Receivers, public men as glibly as if they were the
the best thing to be done under the occupants of the bull-pen of a police
court. They hold interviews with men
circumstances, and whilst it may never that are so entirely imaginative, that
recover itself sufficiently to pay its debts I have known one of the fellows to get
or all the interest thereon, yet its man kicked an entire block, as a fitting re
agement in the hands of the Receivers ward for his fanciful performances, and
will be of a conservative character. The Roscoe Conkling never performed a
prettier feat of gymnastics than when
Reading has had a hard road to travel. he lampooned “ Gath” with a pair of
Frank Gowen knew what the result boots specially manufactured ior the
would be when he stepped down and use of such officious meddlers with
out after boasting that he had placed private characters.
One by one the various accomplish
thcCqmpany on a sound basis. As a ments of the Father of his Country
financier Gowen is a monumental are cropping out. The visitor to Mt.
^•failure.
Vernon is shown the harpsichord upon
which the pretty Miss Custis used to
Great excitement has been aroused in perform, and also the flute upon which
London by the explosion of dynamite the General used to accompany her,
but nobody knew that somewhere in the
outside of the detective office in the world, and in possession of a member
Scotland Yards, of that city, on Friday of the Washington family there exist
evening of last week. The corner of ed the indentical fiddle upon which
the building,which was composed of Washington played, if not with the
thick brick-work, was blown off to a skill, at least with the gusto of
Ole Bull or Remenyi.
For the low
bight of thirty feet, taking with it a price of $1,500 this member of the
portion of the side walls, and revealing Washington family may be induced to
an aperture fifteen feet wide. On the part with this immortally musical and
same evening a sharp report was heard musicalty immortal relic, after which, I
at 9:20 p. m. outside of the Junior doubt not, there will be an abundance
of other relics in the shape of fiddles
Carlton club-house, in Pall Mall, result and flutes to be discovered in the Wash
ing from a bomb thrown into the base ington family.
A despairing public
ment of the club-house at the back of would like to know if this relic hum
St. Jame’s Square. The basement of bug is going to outlive Washington’s
the club-house was shattered, and four body servants, after all ? The biogra
phers say that Washington had no ear
female servants who were at work there for music whatever, and the assertion is
were severely injured. The club-house in a measure confirmed by assuming
was crowded with members at the time that the man who was never known to
of the explosion. Several lights were laugh, would never invest much stock
in a fiddle.
extinguished. The lights throughout
Ohio wool couldn’t save poor McKin
the entire building of the Army and ley after all. By a majority of 58 the
Navy Club were extinguished, and the House jerked his seat from under him
windows blown in. The explosion was and gave it to Wallace, the contestant,
most destructive on the west side of who gave a better showing for his title
S t Jame’s Square. The windows in than is ordinarily the case in these con
the War Office, in Pall Mall, were shat tests for Congressional honors. With
tered. A t S t James theatre, a hundred in three hours after the vote was taken
yards distant from the Carlton Club, McKinley was on his way to Ohio,
the audience was seized with alarm which with clenched fists and teeth grating.
came near resulting in a panic. Thir Mac did yeoman service and a good
teen persons were injured by the ex deal of dirty work for his party in the
plosion. Efforts are being made to ar- last Congress, but in this he has scarce
je s t the offenders.
ly been beard from.
S po t .
■

J

A t this writing the Republican Na
tional Convention is in session at Chi
cago. A permanent organization was
effected shortly after noon 011 Tuesday
by the election of John It. Lynch a
colored statesman from Mississippi, as
chairman, against Powell Cla3’ton, of
the same section, the vote standing
431 to 387. The election of Lynch, in
the estimation of shrewd political ob
servers, is regarded as a set-back for
Blaine, showing that the field is united
against him. I t is figured that Blaine
will receive about 380 votes on the first
ballot and his nomination is confidently
predicted by many of his enthusiastic
admirers, yet so far, the proceedings
denote, if anything, his final defeat. Of
course, with the strength he possesses
it is reasonable to anticipa te his nom
ination, but the outcome most probably
will be the selection of a dark horse
for the reason that it is war to the
knife between the adherents of Blaine
and Author. Let the band play 1

-

General B utler and th e Presidency.
From flip Now York Sun.

General Ben Butler is one of the
squarest men in the world ; freest from
humbug. He is willing to be President,
and he says so to everybody who asks
him. He has opinions of his own, and
he avows them like a man. Some of
them are popular and some are not; but
this makes no difference to Butler. For
instance, he is in favor of a graduated
income tax, and of a tariff which shall
bestow special protection upon agri
cultural interests; and he likewise wants
protection for American manufactures.
Butler has now been nominated by both
the Anti-Monopolists and the Greenbackers, and if there are any other out
side, nomadic, unclassified political par
ties, he will probably get their nomina
tion also. The temperance prohibition
ists won’t nominate him, however. He
isn’t one of their kind. Whenever he
wants to take a drink he takes it, and
he does not hide behind the door for
the purpose either.
Will the Democratic Convention at
Chicago also nominate Butler? It is
doubtful. He has a good many enemies
in the Democratic party. In fact, it
was their hostility which beat him last
fall as a candidate for Governor of
Massachusetts. If all the Democrats
there had supported him, he would
have been elected; but they would not
do it. A great proportion of the super
fine old respectability, which is so
strong among the Massachusetts Demo
cracy, pronounced against him, and
while he had a larger vote than any
Democratic candidate ever before re
ceived in that State, it was not large
enough.
We conclude, then, that Gen. Butler’s
chances are not very promising at
Chicago. He will have supporters
there, and supporters of zeal and in
dustry, but we suppose there won’t be
enough of them ; and yet we here record
our opinion that Butler would make a
stronger candidate and a better Presi
dent than several of the more orthodox
and regular Democratic statesmen.
But perhaps the Convention may not
take any of these old fogies after all.
Nobody knows. But one thing every
body may know; if Butler is beaten, he
will never shed a tear or whine a
whimper.
Interesting Paragraphs.
The latest mathematical puzzle in
England is said to be th is: Two ladies
met three ladies, they all kissed; how
many kisses were exchanged?
There are twelve manufactories of
artificial teeth in the United States,
which make 10 ,000,000 of those useful
articles per annum.

How readily a man may get into debt
with a great name to back him is illus
trated by the case of Ferdinand Ward,
who has been doing business for some
years on his relations to General Grant.
As a total of real liabilities the schedules
filed by the receiver show $659,244,11,
besides $70,000 of contingent liabilities.
On the other hand his nominal assets
were $977,871,85,having a real valueof
$3,500. There was apparently nothing
he could not get on credit. Among his
liabilities are $3,717,85 for jewelry and
bric-a-brac; $7,315.75 for furniture;
$733.05 for dishes; $135 for hats ; $93.
50 for wine, and, among many others of
a similar character, one of $5 for bread
and bread tickets. With such assets
and such debts it is evident that the
reputation of being a millionaire may
be veiy cheaply purchased.

Phoœnixville, Pa.
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" FACTS:

DON’T READ
THIS UNLESS
YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
SEEDS,
PLOWS,
PLOW CASTINGS,

<§f

$ 1, 500,00

Buck Thoru Feuce fire!

N. H. BENJAMIN & CO.

POTTSTOWN, PA.

NEW !

NEW .
-AT-

F e n t o n B ros.,

'.A . IR,*

"CP
- O J

T

S.

Hemp Carpet, Window Shades, Oil Cloth. Fine
selection of Canton Matting, very cheap. W irt
Flower Stands. Bed Springs of all kinds and
sizes, p’u t in w ithout''extra cost. Commodes,
Clothes Wringers, &C. In fact everything that
belongs to a first-class Furniture Establishment.
Care and dispatch given to all ordered work.
Repairing and Upholstering in all its branches
by skillful workmen.
A trial is kindly
solicited.

John S. Kepler,
TRAPPE, PA.
COLLEG EVILLE
J^A RR IAG E

jlV oR K S !

F°

J U S T

R E C E IV E D !

: : A L A R G E IN V O IC E O F : :

-STATIONERYENVELOPES, From 7 to 18 Cents per Pack. W RITING PA PER from 10 to
20 Cents per Quire. Drawing Paper and Drawing Books.

Culbert’s Ague Pills Cures Ague and Malaria*
Culbert’s Liver Pills cure Billiousness, Costiveness &c.
PURE SPICES A SPECIALTY.

C U L B E R T ’S

D R U G STO R E,

C O L L E G E V IL L E , F A .

JOSEPH

G.

GOT W A L S,

(Successor to E. C. KEELOR-L

P R O V ID E N C E SQ U ARE,

-

-

-

L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E

SPECIAL NOTICE :—I recently bought an original package of the Best
Iron Stone, China Ware.
As to quality there is none superior, coming as it
does from England. Also a full line of C. C. Ware, and Domestic Queensware,
all of which will be sold at rock bottom prices. The usual cry of reduction has
taken effect at my place, also. A good assortment of Dry Goods can always
be shown,and now at reduced prices. Caustic soda, single pound or in pack
ages of five. Carp chain in variety. Clothes Wringers at reduced prices. Our
W ILL

with other stores, anywhere, town or country.
per piece.«jggfl

C O M P E T !E—
-

Wall Paper in Great Variety from 9 cents up,
Competition defied in

CLOTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS,
Cut and made up by himself.
by calling at the

Prices as low at the lowest, Satisfaction guaranteed. You will profit

Providence Square Store.
S t A H E A D !J j H . 0 . S T Y E R ,

of Loom, 10 c., for
merly 12 e. Lousdale, 10c., formerly
12. Hill, 10, former
ly 12. These are best
makes, o t h e r s re
duced in same propor

T r a p p e,

EVERYBODY Exclaims, upon Viewing
Our IMMENSE NEW Stock of SPRING
GOODS, Ju st opened, Consisting of all
the Standards in

tion. We have a
bargain in fine lin
en shirt fronts.
Remnants of 5 to
10 yds of very best
calicoes, only 6 c.
per yard.
Job lot of writing paper,
invitation cards and en
velopes in boxes irom 10 c.
to 30 c. per box. Men’s blue
flannel shirts from 95 c.to $1.50.
A beautiful decorated cup and
saucer given away with a pound of
• best green and black tea mixed at fiOc.
pound. Rio coffee 14 c., 17 c. and 30 c.
Kettle coffee 30 c. Java coffee 30 c. Fresh
Akron Oat meal 5 c . lb. Very best syrup
55 c. gal. New crop New Orleans molasses
75 c. gal. Two large sacks of fine table salt 9 c.
Large sack Liverpool ground salt only $1.00.
Caustic soda in 5 pounds cans @ 8 e.
Choice brands of can corn, peas and
tomatoes @ 10, 11 and 13 c. Finest
evaporated peaches 30 c . lb. Full
cream New Y o r K cheese 17 c. fb.
New YorK pickles 10 c.. dozen.
We make a specialty of all
Kinds of oils. Sappho safety
oil 18 c . g al. Head Light
oil $1.50 test, white only
14 c. gal. Large stocK
of ladies and children’s fine shoes, also men’s
boot« and
shoes
at
exceedingly low
prices. Every pair w arranted. Large selected
stocK of queens and glassware 6 in. plates
English stoneware only 60 c. doz. 7 in. plates
Euglish stoneware only 70 c . doz.

y

Fa

-A FULL LINE OF—

GROCERIES
At reasonable prices.

•*A Hj

O !

T R IM M IN G S ,
C orsets,

H o siery,

U n d erw ea r.

Clothing mabe to
A

Special Bargains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and Limken Side-Bar

Venus, which is now the most con
spicuous of stars, shining with extra
Now on hand? Best material, best work
ordinary brilliancy in the west after
manship, lowest prices.
sundown, quite throwing her gigantic
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
brother Jupiter into the shade, and be
Collegeville, Pa.
ing visible to a strong eye, even in
broad daylight, is even more charming jp O R SALE 1
when seen with the telescope. I t re
quires only a small magnifying power
A Six-room Brick House, kitchen attached, lo
to show her as a splendid silvery cres cated on Barbadoes street, (N o. 545), Norris
town . In good rep air; will he sold on easy
cent, and the view is especially fine in terms ; apply to
G . D . DETWILER,
the daytime,when the glare of the planet
Near Skippack, Pa.
is reduced, and she is seen against a
back-ground of intense blue. The pos
R RENT.
sibility that Venus may be an inhabited
A Desirable Dwelling House in Collegeville,
world, the dwellers upon which admire
Apply to
the starry beauty of the earth, increases near public schoolA.building.
D. FETTEROLF, Esq.,
the interest in this beautiful planet.
Real Estate Agent and Conveyancer,

Lowest Prices for all goods is still the strictly
observed motto at G. F. Hunsicker’s Store.
Complete Stock of Store Goods; which means
a well selected assortment of Dry Goods, Gro
ceries, Cloths and Cassimeres, bats, boots and
shoes, and an almost endless variety of other
goods. Clothing Made to Order in the latest
styles from any quality of goods desired, might
not be included in the simple term “ Store
Goods,” yet we do not propose to get left on
this score, no matter how you may choose. A
Fit Guaranteed.
There is no need of a long description, nor of
much boasting. A large stock from which to
select anything you may want, at bed-rock
prices, tells the whole story in a plain, simple
way. In Notions and Novelties for men and
women, boys and girls, the assortment, we really
think, is hard to beat. An inspection of goods,
from basement to third story, is cordially solici
ted, whether purchases are made or not. “ A
penny saved is a penny earned.” I f you can
save money by purchasing your goods at Rahn
Station, why not do it ? Come and satisfy your
self in reference to this point. - Nothing like sat
isfaction, after all. If you are satisfied and we
are satisfied then there is satisfaction all around.
G. F. HUNSICKER,
Ironbridge P. O.
Rahn Station, Pa.

-----13R I C E S

An elegant, fine Sil
ver-plated Spoon giv
en away with a mam
moth 3 lb. bar of
“ID EA L” W h i t e
Soap, price, only 25
cents.
SPECIAL
DRIVE IN MUS
LINS. New York
Mills, I2e, former
ly 14. Wamsutta
12c., formerly 14.
Williamsville, 12,
formerty 14. Fruit

I am fully prepared to show a New and wellselected stock of everything in the Furniture
line. I have taken advantage of the low
prices of goods, and by paying cash am en
abled to give Very Low Prices. I have
some Beautiful and well made Parlor
Suites in plain and embossed plush,
raw silks, and hair cloth. Solid
W alnut Chamber Suites, marble
top, from $26 up. The make
and finish is First-Class.
Cottage Suites from $17.50
up, all colors. B o o k
Cases, Secretaries, and
Office tables, marble and wood top Side
boards in Walnut and Ash, finished in
oil. Hall H at Stands. W a r d r o b e s ,
Lounges, Couches, Dining Chairs, ash and
walnut Extension Tables. A fine Assort
ment of Brussclls, Ingrain, Damask, & Stair

]i'A

SOMETHING

HOWARD LEOPOLD,

There are 3985 paper mills in the
world, which turn out annually 1,904,000,000 pounds of paper. Half of this
is used in printing generally, while
600,000,000 pounds are used for news
papers. An average of eleven and a
half pounds is used by every English
man, and ten and a quarter pounds by
every Americas.

There are in Shakespeare’s plays
about ninety deaths taking place either
on the stage or immediately behind.
The modes of death are various. Cold
steel—the dagger or the sword—ac
counts for about two-thirds of the
whole; twelve persons die from old age
or decay; seven are beheaded ; five die
by poison, including the elder Hamlet,
whose symptoms are so minutely de
scribed by the ghost; two of suffocation,
unless, indeed, Desdemona makes a
third ; two by strangling; one from a
fall; one is drowned; three die by snake
bite, and one, Horner, the armorer, is
thumped to death with a sand bag.

pdware House !

.HAYS YOU SEBH

AHIQOTCEMMT

The Pike’s Peak Railway, which will
be in operation next I’ear, will be the
most notable piece of track in the world.
It will mount 2,000 feet higher than the
Lima & Oroya Railway, in Peru. It is
now in operation to a point over 12,000
feet above the sea level. The entire
thirty miles of its length will be a suc
cession of complicated curves and
grades, with no piece of straight track
longer than 300 feet. The maximum
grade will be 316 feet to the mile, and
the average grade 270 feet. The line
will abound in curves from 500 to 1,000
feet long, in which the radius changes
everj’ chain.

— 1*11(11 n i x —

CULTIVATORS, HOES, Rakes, Shovels, &c.,
For at present we shall only refer to above
line of Goods, which at this season of
. the year are wanted by all who have
a piece of ground to cullivate,
no matter how large or
small. In SEEDS, we
have a stock repre
The Dew style Parasols, just out this season ?
senting a Cash
Value of
Leopold’s have them, and you make a mistake
ii you buy without examining them.
French Armures in the latest shades are
among the new dress goods ju st opened at Leo
ALL NEW
pold’s.
Fresh and
Albatros in a nice line of new shades at Leo
Clean. An endless
pold’s. Prices very low for the quality.
variety and at prices
New line of all wool Buntings have come in
LOWER than you can buy
the same goods in any of our
at Leopold’s.
large cities (as our expense is no
The largest variety of Silks in Blacks, solid
greater than if we merely sold Hard
colors, and fancy Summer Silks to be found in
ware). We make a specialty of selling Seed to
Pottstown, is at Leopold’s.
If you want a Black Silk which will not cut Market Gardeners. Our
stock of CLOVER SEED
Leopold’s is the place to go for it.
is Positively Pure, hav
Wraps of every description can be advanta ing been all Re-cleaned.
Welcome Oats, 50 lbs to
geously procured at Leopold’s.
Rhatzamere and Ottoman Silks for suits and bushel. In PLOWS we
have a full assortment of
wraps in large variety at Leopold’s.
the SYRACUSE Make.
Cloths for Ladies’ Coats in many different Also Plow Castings for
all
the Standard makes.
styles and qualities among the new ones just
Full line of Reversible
opened at Leopold’s.
Slip Shares. 25 IRON
Jerseys at lower prices and in larger variety CULTIVATORS at Very
Low Prices. Large as
of styles than ever before, can now be found at
sortment of Cultivator
Leopold’s.
and Harrow Teeth. Our
Plaited Jerseys, Slashed Jerseys and Braided
stock of Hoes, Rakes,
Jerseys among the new stock at Leopold’s.
Forks, Shovels, &c., are
selected
from the best
Victoria Lawns, India Linens, Dotted Swiss,
makes, and Fully War
and other white dress goods in large variety at
ranted.
At the same
Leopold’s.
time we have a few Com
Embroideries and Laces in choice styles at
mon goods in above line
Leopold’s. *
at very low figures, Not
Chambrays, Seersuckers, Ghinghams, Satwarranted,
but sold for
teens, Linen Lawns, all nqw, at Leopold’s.
ju st what they are.
Muslin Underwear for ladies, made from mus
lin manufactured by the Fruit of the Loom Mills
and made in the best possible manner, is being
sold at Leopold’s at exceedingly low prices, in
order to build up a trade in this line. I t cannot
pay any lady to make her own underwear as well Of which we have Two Tons, purchased before
as to buy this make of goods made up, as the the recent advance, which we are selling at a
prices are very little more than the cost of the very small «advance on first cost. Will be pleas
ed to have you call, examine our goods, hear
materials unmade.
Summer gloves of every desirable kind are our prices, and buy whatever you think is to
your
advantage. • Respectfully Yours,
opened at Leopold’s.
Spring Hosiery in fine as well as low priced
goods, in many different grades, from 5 cents to
f l , at Leopold’s.
Jos. Fitwater & Sou’s Old Stand.
Go to Leopold’s for first-class dressmaking.
Do you want the best Sewing Machine in the
market ? Go to Leopold’s.

The recent Papal encyclical against
the Freemasons is aimed at no less than CHOICE, NEW CLOVER SEED,
138,065 lodges throughout the world,
Bran, Chop Cob Corn, &c. &c., on
with 14,160,543 members, whose annual
hand and for sale by
receipts are estimated to amount to
about $890,000,000, of which sum fully
F. W. W ETH ERILL,
two-thirds are expended in charities.
—A R C O L A M I L L S , —
Mr. Beecher’s lecture on “ Evolution Collegeville, P. O., Pa.
Areola Mills.
and Revolution” fell warm from the lips
of the noted preacher in Buffalo the
other night. To say that many of his
orthodox hearers were so shocked as to
denounce him as worse than Mr. Inger-FROM THE NEW PROPRIETORsoll is to echo mildly the statements of
the local press.
,—
OF THE----------s

There are in the State of Pennsylva
nia, 20,000 producing oil wells now,
yielding 60,000 barrels of oil a day.
There are now stored in tanks in the
region of these wells nearly 38,000,000
barrels of oil. These tanks cost $8,000
each and over $ 12,000,000 has been
spent during the past three years in
building them. Besides 5,000 miles of
pipe line in use in the oil rgions there
are 1,200 miles of trunk pipe line con
necting the regions with the principal
cities. The Standard Oil Company em
ploys 100,000 men.

S'. H. Benjamin, & Co.,

ISTOTIOnSTSordeR.

GROCERIES andbest.the H A K D W A R E,

S$

Collegeville, Pa. H A T S & C A P S ,

FARM ERS
Take Notice. The Fine Road Stallion

Ehrin Chief!
Will make the season at the Owner’s Stables,
Limerick Square, each day of the week, except
ing Thursday, which day he will stand at the
public house of N. B. Fryer, Pottstown, Pa.
Ehrin Chief is a dark Chestnut, in color, 16
hands high, and for style and action cannot be
beat in the State. Ehrin Chief was sired by
Toronto Chief, of Canada, having a record of
3:30. Terms : $10.
I. T. MILLER.

NEW
stock

.

WOOD AND

Boots & S h o e s
We are going to “ Wake them up early and
keep them up late,” and calulate upon making
our prices “ town talk.” We do not hesitate to
mention that OUR OBJECT is to convert our
splendid stock into cash as soon as possible, and
if YOU OBJECT to paying two prices for things
you must have, just.drop in and try to compre
hend our DROP in prices. Another item, also,
you will then notice, that A n active trade is
always conducted on the small profit plan.

PPT 7T ? Send six cents for postage, and re1 iliZjCl.ceive free, a costly box of goods
which will help all, of either sex, to more money
right away than anything else in this world. For
tunes await the workers absolutely sure. At
once address T r u e & Co., Augusta, Maine.

A

WILLOW WARE.
In Good Variety and at

BOTTOM P R IC E S .
H. C. STYER,

TR APPE, PA.

TRAPPE, PA.

mute, it endeavors to instill and cher dresses by Wm. McDermott, of Con- Square, where the monument in honor
'’OR SALE.
ish the true principles of liberty, justice shohocken and Rev. W. H. Hendrick of the slain soldiers was decorated.
and right.
son, of Norristown, Rev. J. L. Hey
George W. Rogers, Esq., a promin
A Productive Farm of 42 Acres, with all
singer, of Evansburg, Chairman of the ent member of the Norristown bar,
necessary modern improvements in good repair.
An
excellent
meadow ; a large variety of fruit
One day last week, J. S. Johnson of Executive Committee, reported that accompanied by his daughter, left New
FOR THE
trees in prime bearing condition.
Will be sold
Trappe, an attache of the Norristown during the past year two local Sunday York on Saturday morning upon the
on reasonable terms. Apply to
Times, and Horace Frederick went fish School Institutes had been held in the steamer Austral, for an extended tour
DANIEL YERK, Trappe, Pa.
ing. While returning in the evening county, one at Jenkintown and the through Europe. Your honored Presi
the rear end of their vehicle took a other in Lower Providence. Rev. J. dent of Ursinus College, Dr. J. H. A.
P1IO POSA LS.
sudden downward course owing to the G McAskie, of Norristown, made an Bomberger will also be a passenger on
wreckage of the hind wheels.
The address—“ The responsihlity of the the same vessel. Both gentlemen have
Proposals will be received by the School Board
fishermen, fish, and fishing parapher Church for the religious training of my lest wishes for a pleasant,entertain
An Ice Cream and Strawberry Festival will be of Upper Providence School District for collect
held in the GROVE of the
ing the school tax for the present school year, at
nalia embraced mother earth together the young.” Rev. S. M. K. Huber ing and beneficial tour.
Black Rock, June 12, 1884. By order of the
more emphatically than graceful.
continued a discussion of the subject.
The June term of Criminal court
Board.
J. SCHRACK SHEARER, Sec’y.
The afternoon session convened at 2 convened this morning at ten o’clock,
o’clock.
The
following
officers
were
Judge
B.
M.
Boyer
presiding.
The
The annual election of the Union
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Mutual Fire and Storm Insurance elected to serve during the ensuing trial list is unusually large and no
On
the
EVENINGS
of
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY,
y
e
a
r:
President,
Rev.
W.
C.
Hen
doubt
the
two
weeks
allowed
will
be
Company of Montgomery County, was
held at the Rambo House, Norristown, drickson, Norristown; Yice-Presidents, fully taken up in the trial of all the
and SATURDAY,
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
on Monday, May 26. The following Rev. H. T. Spangler, Trappe, Rev. C. cases. After the usual miscellaneous
Z.
Weiser,
Pennsburg,
Rev.
I.
K.
business
was
disposed
of
the.
following
are the Board of Managers elected :—
attention of Lovers of the Beautiful is call
5 , 6 , 7. edThe
David Trucksess, Henry S. Kulp, Evans, Pottstown, Hon. H. C. Hoover, cases were tried : Commonwealth vs.
to the succinct list of a few of the novelties
offered at the COLLEGEVILLE GREENHOUSE.
Henry Fleck, Evan G. Jones, James Hartranft, Rev. Wm. A. Fisher, Bryn James Hogan, assault and battery.
the various Fruits of the Season, such as I have a large stock yet, of the finest varities,
Tracy, Wilkin Hobensaek, Martin Kulp, Mawr, Dr. Robert Coltman, Jenkin The prosecutrix was his wife Johannah All
Strawberries, Bananas, Pine Apples, Oranges but owing to the extraordinary demand for -fine
Isaac Fegely, Andrew Supplee, Freder town ; Executive Committee, Rev. J. Hogan. She testified that they lived in Lemons, Cocoanuts, Figs, Dates, and Peanuts, plants, the stock is decreasing very rapidly.
H.
Hendricks,
Collegeville,
Joseph
West Conshohocken and have three will be furnished, with other condiments and N e w a n d . l i a r d y V i n e s , P l a n t s . ¿ t o .
ick Beaver, Andrew Hart, Abraham K.
attractions usual to such occasions, and no effort Clematis coppiNEA, scarlet, new
50 cents.
Ziegler, and Henry S. Hallman. The Fitzwater, Phoenixville, Rev. N. B. children. One night several weeks ago, will
be Bpared to make an attractive entertain
*‘
JACKMAtfi, blue, fine
50 cents.
Randall,
Norristown,
W.
A.
Welker,
James
compelled
her
to
get
out
of
bed
Board organized by electing David
ment for all who favor us with their patronage.
‘ ‘
Ca n d i d a , white, fine
50 cents.
Trucksess, President ; Henry S. Kulp, Esq., Red Hill, J. B. Powell, Port at quarter before twelve o’clock and The Grove will be made picturesque by the use
The above varieties are the finest of the clem
colored fires, and well illuminated by many atis family, and best adapted for this climate.
Secretary, and Henry Fleck, Treasurer; Kennedy ; Permanent Secretary, Wm. made her stay on her knees for two of
Chinese and other lanterns. Saturday after This is the. lowest price Clematis have ever been
McDermott, Conshohocken ; Record hours, she being afraid that if she noon,
Joseph Fornance, Solicitor.
weather permitting, all are invited to a
sold—2 feet, to 5 feet high now.
ing Secretary and Treasurer, F. G. moved he would murder her. Next
Lilium Harris, the new white, hardy, Easter
Hobson,
Esq.,
Collegeville.
I
t
was
Lily, suitable for cemetery planting—fine plants
day
he
threatened
to
kill
her.
She
The Committee having in charge the
50
cents. v.; *
celebration of our Count}' Centennial unanimously decided to hold the next then went away and stayed a week,when
Accomodation............................................... 4.42 p . m.
Hoses fo'r cemetery planting and pot culture,
annual
meeting
at
Pottstown.
John
she
came
home
he
got
after
her
with
a
hardy and ever blooming, in large quantity at
is now in need of mone}' in order to
F O B A L L E N T O W N A N D P O IN T S N O R T H A N D W E S T .
Died.
low prices.
Mail...... ..................................................7.03 a. m.
start the enterprise and make it a suc Wanamaker, of Philadelphia, made a hammer and said he would drive three
A line; CPllectien of Begonias, Basket Plants,
stirring
address.
A
t
the
evening
ses
devils
out
of
her,
and
would
kill
her
Accomodation............................................... 9.14 a.m. At Evansburg, Tuesday
cess. I t is desired to give every one a
in the GROVE, with various games and harm Coleus, Dahlias single, Ferns, Fuchsias, Gerani
M arket................................... , .............. 3.13 p. m. May 21, after a long and severe illness,
sion
Rev.
J.
Hendricks
and
Jos.
Fitz
like
he
had
killed
an
old
cat.
He
also
less recreations. Music will be furnished for the ums, Petunias, Verbenas, &c.
chance to contribute. To each sub
Accommodation........................................... 6.41 p.m.
resulting from scarlet fever, Willie P., scriber, for every dollar subscribed, water were elected delegates to the claimed that he was a disciple of God Festival if procurable. The object of the enter ---- Send in your list and have it priced-----SU N D A Y S— S O U T H .
tainment is to obtain means for repairing and
Milk......... ................................................ 6.56 a. m. only son of Wesley A. and Jennie will be given a Memorial Certificate of State Sunday School Convention. Rev. and could control the sun and clouds. improving the Parsonage building. To conclude
No charge for boxes and delivery at depot.
Accomodation.................... - .................. 6.59 p. m. Shupe, aged 7 years, 1 month and 5 Membership and also a season ticket S. J. Siegfried, of Lower Providence
The jury rendered a verdict of not on Saturday night at 10 o’clock with a public
v .w
days. The interment took place on entitling the holder thereof to admission delivered the closing address, speaking guilty on the grounds of insanity, and auction of all material unsold.
NORTH.
—
I
Vegetable
Plants.
Accommodation.. . . ............................. 10.02 a. m. Sunday last, from the Episcopal Church.
upon
the
subject,
“
The
future
outlook
the county to pay the costs.
to the Centennial Celebration and An
Milk................................................................5.58 p.m.
doz. 100 16*0
This sad bereavement to the parents tiquarian Exposition for the four days. of the work.”
Com. vs. Cummings.
Assault and
Cabbage, late, ready in June
8
40 3.00
Qelcry, three kinds
was made unusually painful, not only Joseph Fitzwater and J. Shelly Wein
8
40 3.00
battery. The defendant, who had been
.Proper,
sweet,
red
and
yellow
communications, business or from the attractive and winning charac
24
berger will sell certificates and tickets H om e F lash es and S tray Sparks an attendant at the Insane Asylum,
Sweet Potatoes, yellow, fine
35 3.00
otherwise, transmitted to us through the ter of the little and only son thus re in Upper Providence, and Mrs. Dr. J.
pleaded guilty of committing an as
Tomato, 5 kinds transplanted
12 ’ 75 _ 6.00
From
Abroad.
No
less
than
12,
100
or
1000,
moved
from
them
;
but
also
by
a
tele
at above rates.
sault and battery upon a patient at the
mails, to receive immediate attention,
Warren Royer will make arrangements
IrtC’Wire Netting,
___galvanized,. 1...ft. and 2 ft.
asylum. The patient was violent and
—Strawberry festivals—numerous.
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0., gram received on Friday preceding to form a committee of ladies to collect
wide, for training vines on porches, & c .; 4 cents
the funeral announcing the sudden exhibits.
struck him several times before he re
and 6 cents per foot. Canna, Caladium, Cladiohereafter.
—Somebody recently lost a gossamer taliated. Witnesses testified that he
death in Washington City of a sister of
lns and Tuberose Bulbs, Hanging Baskets, Gar
At
the
Collegeville
den, Field and Flower Seeds, Whale Oil Soap,
Mrs. Shupe, who. had been on a visit to F rom Our T rappe Correspondent. between Collegeville and Trappe. A seized the patient back of the neck and
White Closer, Weeders, Trowels, and many other
reward awaits the. finder at this office. struck him a blow .which sent him
Communion services in Trinity her lately, having left for her new home
necessaries for sale by
We had an unexpected cold wave
Christian Church, this place, Rev. J. in Washington only three weeks ago.
across
the
hall
against
the
opposite
HORACE RIMBY.
H. Hendricks pastor, next Sunday at Verily there seems to be some reason the past Week. Quite a distinct change —It is announced that a new paper has wall. Judge Chas. H. Stinson, on be
All orders left with the Collegeville Bakers will
made
its
appearance
at
Lansdale.
I
t
is
from
the
previous
week
when
the
mer
■10 a. m.
receive prompt attention and be delivered on
for the saying, that afflictions come not
as the Lansdale Democrat. We half of the trustees, informed the Court
their routes free of charge.
singly. The heartful sympathy of very cury indicated 96 degrees. Last week known
that they had prosecuted Cummings to
presumed
that
Bro.
Thomas
filled
the
Argument in the matter of the peti many friends and acquaintances is ex it was as low as 45 degrees. This cold journalistic field over there, and we see make ah example of him and show the
tion for freeing the DeKalb street tended to the family in their deep and no doubt was the cause of much injury no reason why de doesn’t nor why he rest of the attendants that they could YOU WILL
ALWAYS FIND
to corn and garden vegetables, not that
bridge was concluded at Norristown accumulated sorrow.
not
strike
even
violent
patients
with
it killed them, but had the effect of re shouldn’t. If, however, the Democrat impunity.
—A FULL LINE OF—
Saturday afternoon. The jury adjourned
can ford the stream and land on the
tarding their growth.
By a Local Reporter.
to meet yesterday for final action.
The Judge sentenced him to pay a
side
of
sweet
success
we
shall
certainly
The funeral of Andrew Heyser, who
fine of $1, the costs of prosecution, and
Decoration D a y .'
was
buried at the Lutheran Cemetery, not feel unhappy about it. Long live to undergo an imprisonment of thirty
As usual, Whit Monday was generally
the
Reporter
and
the
Democrat
and
Decoration day was observed by on Thursday last, was largely attended.
days in the county prison.
observed as a holiday in a quiet man Camp 267, P. O. S. of A., of this place, There were no doubt over 100 carriages may the editors both get rich.
Com, vs. George Jones.
Robbery
ner, in visiting and being visited, by in a very appropriate manner. A t 2 in line, while passing through this
—Read the Norristown letter. We and attempt to commit rape. The de
many of the farmers of this section of o’clock p. m., the camp met at their hall, place on their way to the emetery.
have made permanent arrangement fendant, who is a colored boy about
Graham and Rye Flour,
the country.
and under the direction of the marshal,* The Lyceum connected with the Au with Mr. E. E. Long, a student twenty years old, pleaded guilty to all
We have just received irom Langfeld, Lichten
Lewis Ingram, and headed by the Iron gustus Lutheran Church, will hold its at law, to furnish letters from the the indictments. The circumstances, Also, CORN and OATS, WHEAT BRAN, RYE & Co., one of the largest Importing Notion
Alfred Moore, of Phoenixville, aged Bridge Cornet Cand, the Camp pro
BRAN, Wheat Middlings, Corn Chop, Mixed Houses in the city of Philadelphia, about retiring
regular monthly meeting this (Thurs Hub regularly every week, and they of the case are as follows. On the 18th Chop.
Always a good supply on hand. I thank from business, some SPECIAL BARGAINS, a
21 years, died on Thursday, at the ceeded in carriages to the Trappe. day)
will no doubt be duly appreciated by of March last while Anna Scheetz, the the public for past favors and solicit future few of which we will mention. Among the lot
evening.
Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, While the band played a funeral dirge,
will be found a great bargain in Lisle Thread,
seventeen year old daughter of Jacob patronage.
The coming Strawberry Festival to the readers of this paper.
from the affects of a fall from a bridge, the Camp marched into the several
Silk, and Taffeta GLOVES in all the spring
Scheetz, of Norristown, was going
shades, which we will sell at much less than
which occurred five or six months ago. cemeteries, and with uncovered heads be held in Masonic Hall, Saturday
S.
T
.
S.
W
a
g
o
n
er.
—At the monthly meeting of the Di home from school she was stopped at
the regular prices. An Elegant
they solemnly conducted their short evening, June 14, is looked forward to, rectors of the Poor, on Monday, orders Hoffman’s cut, on the Stony Creek
by
our
citizens,
as
a
forthcoming
grand
were granted to the amount of $2054.86. railroad, by Jones. He made an im rjiE ACHERS WANTED.
Mr. Abram Grater and wife of this but interesting ceremonies After the
place, accompanied by miss Emma ceremonies they placed the national occasion. The committee has been
proper proposal to her and throwing
—The new depot. )
Kulp, of Grater’s Ford started on a colors on the grave of each one of the authorized by the lyceum to purchase
Six Teachers for the Schools of Lower Provi
down,
attempted to outrage her. She
Finished
well.
V
the
choicest
berries,-'the
best
ice
Cream,
At 25 cents per pair. One l«it
Not
yet.
pleasure trip yesterday. They expect noble heroes, who fell in defense of his
dence. Term, 8 months. Salary, $45. Exam
struggled
and
struck
him
with
her
“Ask
Mamma.”
)
bananas,
oranges,
candies,
lemons,
etc.
ination at Eagleville, June 16. By order of the
to view Niagra Falls and visit Chicago country. Leaving the Trappe the Camp
—Lacing K id
books, just then a train came along and Board.
S. O. PERRY, Secretary.
and other points of interest in the west. proceeded to Evansburg, and decorated We trust they may have a full house,
—June 14, the Eagleville Cornet he left her go. On the morning of the
as
the
lyceum
was
organized
for
the
NEW STOCK. Sizes 6 to 8 ; firm er price $1.25,
the soldiers graves in the cemeteries of
of promoting the good of the Band will bold a strawberry festival in 27th ©f March, as she was going to ’J ’EACHERS WANTED.
liow selling at 50 cent* per pair.
Last Thursday night William Buck- said place. From Evansburg they pro purpose
Emery’s
Hall,
Eagleville.
school, she was overtaken by the same
community and giving the young peo
waiter, an aged and respected citizen of ceeded to Freeland cemetery, and in ple
HAMBURG EMBROIDERIES, All Kinds of
This time he took hold of her
a free social entertainment. The
Twelve Teachers for the Schools of Upper Laces, in the newest deigns, Lace Ties, Fis—“Pa,” said a Chicago small boy, as man.
Evansburg, Lower Providence, was the presence of an attentive audience proceeds of the festival, I understand,
Providence
School
District.
Term,
8
months.
arms
behind
and
dragged
her
into
the
ehues,
Hankerehlefs. ) A large assortment
suddenly prostrated by an attack of they repeated their exercises. The are to be devoted to the purchasing of he observed a man coming up the street bushes, she screaming all the time. Salary, $40 per month. Examination and ap of DressandButtons
and Jerseys all colors and
who
seemed
to
wish
the
sidewalk
was
a
Camp
made
a
fine
appearance
as
they
pointments
June
12,
’84,
at
Black
Rock.
By
paralysis. We learn that his condition
prices. Call and examine the above bargains.
Here
he
threw
her
down
three
times
good
books
for
its
already
choice
li
order
of
the
Board.
seven
foot
one,
“
is
that
a
delegate
?”
“I
passed from place to place. The martial
You will find them much under regular prices.
is somewhat improved.
J . SCHRACK SHEARER, Secretary.
Embroidery, Floss and Knitting Silks, ail shades.
do not know, my son,” answered the but-she succeeded in getting up each
strains of music, blended very harmo brary.
time.
She
finally
offered
him
all
the
Our
usual full line of Domestic Goods at the
The Phi Kappa Tau Society of old gentleman ; “ he has the symptoms
lowest
prices.
The attendance at Allebach’s sale of niously with the display of national
money
she
had,
if
he
would
let
her
go.
cows at Perkiomen Bridge Monday colors, and although the cannon and Washington Hall Collegiate Institute, at least.”
He
consented
to
do
this,
and
she
gave
M organ W rig h t,
The members of the Mutual Fire insurance
forenoon, was good. The entire lot was musket have ceased to roar, the by had a very pleasant excursion to Falls
—A thief entered the sleeping apart him forty cents, when a man came in Co.,
of
French
Creek,
on
Saturday
last.
The
stander
was
lead
to
believe
that
“
Pa
of
Montgomery
county
are
hereby
notified
disposed qf at an average price of $50
KEYSTONE DRY GOODS STORE.
ment of F. Frederick, landlord of the sight and he ran away.
The man, that a Contribution was levied on May 20, 1884,
per head. Another sale at the same triotism is not yet dead.” A t 4 o’clock society were taken in a large four- Green Tree Hotel, Frederick township Robert French, testified that when he of One Dollar on each One Thousand Dollars for Main St. [opp. Public Square] Norristown, Pa.
horse
team,
driven
by
Gilbert
T.
Miller,
the
Garfield
Lyceum
held
very
appro
which they are insured, and that M. McGlathery
place next Monday afternoon.
priate exercises in the basement of of Limerick. They were accompanied early Tuesday morning and obtained came up Miss Scheetz was so excited- Treasurer of said Company, will attend at his
from
a
bureau
drawer
$70
in
cash.
that
she
was
scarcely
able
to
stand.
office, No. 506 Swede Street, in the Borough oi
Trinity Christian Church. The good by quite a number of smaller carriages.
Daniel Reiff, assistant weigher in attendance indicated that the people at
Her hands and face were scratched and Norristown, from this date to receive said assess
J.
K.
Beaver,
of
the
firm
of
Beaver
&
—Go
to
Detwiler’s
for
summer
lap
ments. Extract of Charter, Section 6th.—‘“ Any
the Custom House, Philadelphia, was
bleeding and her dress torn,
Jones member
were interested in the noble work. Shellenberger, has had the mumps, the dusters, horse sheets, &c.
failing to pay his or her Assessment or
recently promoted to Inspector of Cus large
was nowhere about.
We are now ready to show a fine line of
Tax within 40 days after the above publication
The
exercises
were
opened
with
prayer
past
week;
at
last
accounts
he
is
getting
toms. Mr. R., resided in this township by the Rev. J. L. Heysinger. Henry
•The sentence of the Court was de shall forfeit and pay for such neglect double
—Property to the value of $140,000
better,
being
able
to
go
out.
such rates, and in case default is made 50 days
for many years, and his friends will be A. Bomberger, the president of the
L ee.
located in Perkiomen township, has ferred.
after the expiration of the 40 days aforesaid,
. “Dad” Kelter is also on the sick list. been distributed among the heirs of
glad to hear of his promotion.
such
defaulting member may be at the option of
Lyceum then delivered a short but He is suffering from a disordered
the Board of Managers, excluded from all bene
Philadelphia Produce Market.
pointed address. Miss Bertha Hen stomach. We trust he may soon re Christian Hunsicker, deceased.
B lankets, Bed F eath ers, Cork
fits under their policies, and yet be held liable
The School Directors of Lower Provi dricks recited in a very pleasing man
for
all
past
Taxes
and
Penalties.”
Persons
F
l
o
u
r
.
cuperate,
so
as
to
be
able
to
attend
to
—The Bucks County Commissioners
dence met at Eagleville Monday after ner a selection entitled “Decoration
Shavings, &c. Also
sending money by mail must accompany it with
Extra Family
4 50 @ 4 75
postage for the return of a receipt. I desire
noon and effected a reorganization for Day.” Dr. J. H. Hamer then read an the vast amount of work he has on will issue a loan of $80,000 to extend Pennsylvania
Western Extra
5 10 @ 6 00
every member to be punctual,
over eight years at 4 per cent. The Rye
—Queens and Glassware—
the ensuing year. It was decided to original poem. The Doctor’s production hand.
Flour
3 62X@ 3 75
June 3, ’84.
M. McGLATHERY, Treasurer.
The Choral Union, which did not money will be used to pay for the new
increase the salary of the principal was a fine one, and was received very
In large assortment, from lowest price u p .
teachers to $45 per month. Teachers acceptably by his listeners. A. S. have its meeting on Saturday evening jail,
Red
Wheat
1
14
M
RS.
1
15
L.
H.
INGRAM,
are advertised for in another column.
Also, Table Knives and Forks, Plated
Swartz, Esq., of Norristown, then en last, on account of the unavoidable de
62 @ 64
—Fly nets—good and very low in Corn
Oats
37
41X
tertained the audience by delivering an lay of the teacher, Prof. A. Rambo who price—at Detwiler’s.
and other Spoons.
Rye
The deceased wife of Robert J. Bur earnest address. He paid a glowing accompanied the excursion to Falls of
French
Creek,
will
hold
its
meeting
on
dette, the popular humorist, was buried tribute to our late President Garfield,
P K O V IS IO N g .
OUR N O R R IST O W N L E T T E R .
lastThursday afternoon from the Lower and commented very favorably on the Saturday evening next.
Collegeville, Pa.
Mess Pork
17 50 @18 50
Bed-room Suits in Walnut, Ash, and Fainted,
The time is drawing nigh when our
Merion Baptist Church. Mrs. Burdette exercises being held. He was followed
N o r risto w n , June 2, 1884. Mess Beef
12 00 @14 00
Having
had
an experience of 15 years at the Extension Tables, Center Tables, Parlor Suits,
had been a cripple for many years, and by Prof. O’Neil, of Norristown, who public schools are to be supplied with
Dried Beef
16 00 @17 00
business I feel confident that I can give entire Sofas, Patent Rockers, Lounges, Looking Glasses,
This week the question of freeing the Beef Hams
@25 00
the tender devotion of the husband to* '•gave a short address. The exercises teachers for the coming winter. DeKalb
satisfaction to those who will favor me with &c., &c. Also B A O, IN G B A IN AND B B USstreet
bridge
has
been
Hams
again
13
X@
14
X
orders. Cutting and fitting done accord SE L CABPET, in fair assortment. H P C all
his invalid wife was the subject of un were interspersed with appropriate Teachers’ Examinations have commenc agitated. On Tuesday morning the Sides
10% their
10X ®
ing
to
the latest improved and best system. and get low prices.
versal comment.
ed
already,
and
Prof.
Hoffecker
will
Shoulders
10 I am thankful
vocal music by members of the Lyceum.
9X@
Jury of Viewers appointed by the Pickled Shoulders
for past favors and hope to merit
@
8X continued patronage.
ISAAC KULP,
In the evening at 8 o’clock the Camp hold the examination for teachers in court met at the Court House for the Lard
9
@
9X
A meeting of the Directors of this held a free entertainment in Masonic this district, on June 25. Now fellow- purpose of hearing the testimony in
G rater’s Ford.
Independent School District was held Hall. The exercises were opened with citizens what do you say concerning the the case. The witnesses in favor of
8 @
9
at the Beard House Monday evening. prayer by the Rev. J. H. Hendricks. length of school term and the salary of freeing the bridge occupied the time Clover
Flaxseed
@ 1 75
The Board was reorganized with Chas. F. G. Hobson, President of the Camp, the teacher. Are we, the people of the until Friday morning, while those who Timothy
@ 1 50
I hereby announce to my friends and the
Tyson as President, P. Williard, Secre then delivered an address. He spoke Trappe Independent School District testified in opposition to freeing it only
public,, that I will open my Store on the
Philadelphia
Hay
Market
going
to
have
a
longer
term
?
If
not
12th
of April, ’84 with a well-selected
tary, and David Allebach, Treasurer. of the many benefits derived from the
took about a day.
The Bridge Com
Stock
of New
will
we
increase
*the
salary
of
our
P h i l a d e l p a i a , May 31,1884.
A term of seven months was decided order. His eloquent tribute to General
pany acknowledge that the county can
upon. The tax rate was fixed at 2 | Peter Muhlenburg received deserved teachers ? We should do one or the take the bridge but insist that they
During the week ending the above date there
STOCK
-OF—
mills.
applause. Dr. Place then amused the other by all means. Small salaries are must be fairly remunerated not only were received at the Farmers’ Hay and Straw
Market
368 loads of hay and 32 of straw, which
crowded house by reciting, “Ask the great fault of our public schools, for the structure, but also for the in were sold
at the following prices:
And after the above date will keep always on
The annual meeting of the Perkiomen Mamma.” For some reason or other the wages are often reduced to such a crease of the value of the franchise. Prime Timothy Hay per 100 pounds 95@1 05
hand a full line of
“
“
80@ 95
and Reading Turnpike Company was the Doctor never takes the stage with pittance that competent teachers are Experts testified that the value of the Mixed
HATS,
95@1 05
BONNETS,
VELVETS,
held in Pottstown, Monday.
The fol out a storm of applause, and on this driven out, and their places filled by a bridge as it now stands is about $75,- Straw per 100 pounds,
set
of
bungling
ignoramuses,
who
are
lowing managers were elected : John occasion he received his usual ovation.
RIBBONS,
FEATHERS,
FLOWERS,
000, without taking the franchise into
Y. Fritz, Henry F. Mauger, Frank M. The President then introduced the too lazy to work, too ignorent and un consideration. The jury have heard all FO RSALE!
In fact everything belonging to a first-class
skillful
to
do
anything
else
requiring
a
Hobson, H. A. Hunsicker, Tobias Barto State Secretary, William Weand, who
Millinery. Also Stamping done on all kinds of
the
testimony
they
wish
and
have
also
A Durham Stock Bull, 18 months old.
These viewed the bridge, but as yet they have
goods and warranted not to rub. Please call
D. B. Mauger, Wm. Yocum, H. W. declaimed very creditably, “ The Dying higher gfade of intelligence.
Apply
to JOHN H. WEIKEL, near Trappe.
and see the goods, even If you do not wish to
Kratz, Dr. F. R. Gerhard, Charley. F. Soldier.” H. Alvin Hunsicker then may seem harsh words, but they are submitted no report.
purchase, for it will he no trouble but a pleas
The
Sisler, Jermiah Yocum, M. S. Longa- declaimed “ Chickamauga.” The State true ones and need to be said.
ure to Show them.
A memorial service in honor of sol
F U B L IC S A L E
ker.
Secretary then addressed the audience. schools will never be what they should diers of the late war who died during
FLORA B. LACHMAN,
OF
In a very unassuming manner he de until sufficient wages are paid to justify the past year, was held, on Thursday
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A peculiar sect of religious enthusi livered a fine speech. He impressed on competent teachers to remain in charge evening in the First Presbyterian
asts who labor under the title of Evan his audience the many benefits to which of them. Our schools were good and church, of this place. Rev. Dr. W. B.
gelical Mennonites, have caused no a “Patriotic Son” is entitled. He met made marked progress the past winter, Noble, pastor of the church, preached Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY,
Perkiomen Bridge Hotel
little excitement in Perkiomen town the objections, which are usually now let us pay good salaries and select an eloquent and appropriate sermon JUNE 9, 1884, atONE
CAR
good
teachers
for
the
coming
winter.
B A N K E R S ,
ship for some time past. The meetings brought to bear on secret societies, and
« g rtfL o a d of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
for the occasion.
-WOOD AND WILLOW WAREJ ^ j L f r o m York county. Good judgm ent was
formerly held at Detwiler’s furniture closed his address by an eloquent ap
Decoration Day was celebrated here exercised in the selection of this stock, and it
Norristown, Pa.
Convention of Sunday School
factory were as a rule largely attended peal to those outside of the order, to
with interesting and impressive cere will be to the interest of purchasers to attend NAILS, FORKS, I
SHOVELS,
by those who apparently were deeply unite with it. The music for the oeW orkers.
monies. A t three o’clock in the after sale. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock, p. m.
RAKES,
I
HOES.
interested and by many others who went ersion was furnished by the Ursinus
Conditions by
H. H. ALLEBACH
The second annual meeting of the noon a procession consisting of the J.
G. Fetteroif, auct.
to satisfy the longings of curiosity. Re Orchestra. The exercises of the day Montgomery County Sunday School Zook Post Drum Corps and members
Interest Paid on Deposits.
-COMPLETE STOCK OFcently a large tent was raised on the were very appropriate. They were not Association was held last Thursday at of the Post Company F. Sixth Regi
M ONEY T O LOAN.
Fitzgerald premises, about one mile a display of 4th of J uly enthusiasm, but Trinity Church, this place. The Con ment, and the Sons of Veterns of Nor
and a half northeast of Rahn Station, an indication that there exists some vention was called to order at 9:30 by ristown, formed on Main street and
and
in which meetings are being held every well balanced Patriotism. The exer Rev. J. H. Hendricks. The attendance marched to Montgomery Cemetery.
night. The purpose of this, in some cises were not occasioned by the roar was good and there was a fair represen Arriving there, after hearing an address
A
t
bottom
prices.
I
am
thankful
to
B
O
U
G
H
T
AND
SO LD .
Will be sold at Public Sale on T h u r s d a y ,
the public for past favors and hope to
respects, new religious sect is to of Sumpter’s guns, but by the prompt tation from all sections of the county. by Major James H. Stevenson, of Post J u n e 5, 1884, at Frederick’s hotel, Trappe, 20
merit continued patronage.
DIANOS
evangelize the world and to obtain ings of principle. The above named After a few opening remarks by Mr. 2, of Philadelphia, the graves of the Head of Fresh Cows, direct from Lancaster Co.
Is a lot of extra heavy cows, good
Rtt
entire sanctification—an undertaking order does not instill those foolish ideas Hendricks', Rev. H. T. Spangler, of dead heroes were decorated with flags, This
baggers and milks ; also will be sold a lot $H r_
Tuned. Pianos, organs, and all other mustRUSH O NG ,
that is likely to be accompanied by a of American Freedom and Patriotism, Trappe, was introduced and conducted and flowers in profusion.
Returning of m anuft. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock.
cal instruments repaired in a satisfactory manner.
by
J . S. FREDERICK.
batch of obstacles,
Also Teacher of music.
but after the firey throated cannon i# the devotional exercises. After ad- the procession proceeded to the Public Conditions
C. U. Bean, clerk,
T rappe, F a .
Mrs. John Getty died at her residence
near Eagleville,Monday afternoon, aged
about twenty years. She had been mar
ried only about a year. Shortly after
T hursday, June 5, 1884.
her marriage a cancer on the left arm
caused an amputation of the limb to be
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
wade, from the effects of which she
This paper has a larger circulation never recovered. We are not informed
as to the day of the funeral.
in this section o f the count;/ than any
other. paper published. A s an adver
Samuel Lachman, of this place, left
tising medium the “ Independent" ranks yesterday morning for Hundington
among the most desirable papers, having county where he expects to be engaged
a large and steadily increasing circula as a railroad carpenter for a period of
lion in various localities throughout the about four years, under contractors
Kelly & McFadden who are building a
county'.
large section of a new railroad.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
At the meeting to reorganize the
lisher to make the “ Independent" one o f
the best local and general newspapers School Board of the Upper Providence
District, the school term was increased
in the county, or anywhere else, and to from seven to eight months. John G.
this end we invite correspondence fro m Gotwals was elected President, J.
Schrack Shearer secretary, and M. P.
every section.
Anderson treasurer. The Directors of
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
the township are ahead of the Direc
We publish the following schedule gratuitously tors of the Independent district as re
gards the length of the school term. It
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as was remarked by one of the directors
follows :
that the term would be increased to
F O B P H IL A D E L P H IA A N D P O IN T S SO U T H .
eight months in the Independent dis
Milk...................................................
6.55 a. m. trict next year. A great many people
Accommodation............................................8.28 a.m.
Markht...........................................................1.25 p.m. hope so.

Providence Independent.
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E

ST | y A I

Episcopal ( M i, E v ista x

1

FLORAL NOVEL

JU N E

PARTY

COLLEGEVILLE

x l M I L L S I=

Grist and Merchant
Mill

A FEW

Family Flour,
Superfine Flour,

SPECHI

---Jersey Glove—

Gloves,—

T A K E N O T IC E .

To Young Housekeepers!

Inal

F U R N I T U B E

L A D IE S - - R E A D .

Millinery Goods,

w p fp m

M U S L IN S ,

F R E SH COW S ! !

C A L IC O E S,
J . M. Albertson & Sons.,
N O T IO N S.

Public Sale of
Fresh Cows ! -¡-BOOTS and SHOES-:- STOCKS

BONDS

FREDERICK LEIT8CH, Trappe, Pa.

J

Agriculture and Science. .

W. ROYER, M. D.,

Practising

Physician*

THE VALUE OF COAL ASHES.

TRAPPE, PA,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

•JU Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

Physician*

E V A N S BURG, PA
Office Honrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
p. m.

T H. HAMER, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
O f fic e H o u r s ■ £ Till 9 a. m. 18 to 2 p .m .
OFFICE
HOURS . ^
After 6 p. m.

J5P“ Special attention given to diseases of the
eye aud ear. Free clinic every Thursday morn
ing from 8 to 12 for eye and ear disuses.

F. SLOUGH.

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY 8t. Speaks
English and German.

U G. HOBSON,

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
Cor.M AIN and S W E D E Street», Norriet<nm,Pa.
Can be seen every evening at his residence in
Freeland.

A D. FETTERO LF,

Justice

of the

Peace

CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,

G 0 L L E G E V 1 L L E Pa.
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of
each week; also every evening.

J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
(y i mile north of Trappe.)

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked ; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mall will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-8m. P. O. Address : Limerick Square.

Q

H. DETW ILER.

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Also L E V E L IN G and G RA DING .
IRON BRIDGE, P. O.
Rahn Station, Montg. County, Pa.
SeplSlyr.

T)R. B. F. PLACE,
D

E

N

T

I

S

T

!

!

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Eagleville. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday.
Gas administered.

J

P. KOONS,

P r a c tic a l S la ter

! !

R A N N ’S S T A T IO N Pa.

In a late bulletin from the New York
Experiment Station, Dr. Sturtevant
say 8 ;
Ofentimes careful observation may
take the place of experiment, and such
observations have a special value when
the results of the observation have been
uniform lor a long series of years. The
question as to the value and the use of
coal ashes has been for a long time an
interesting one and is getting to be j ^ O T I C E TO TA X -PA Y ER S.
more and more of a question as the use
In pursuance of an Act of Assembly approved
of coal extends.
March 17th, 1868, and supplementary acts there
One of the most desirable uses for to, the Treasurer of Montgomery county will
meet the tax-payers of said county, at the follow
coal ashes is to place around the stems ing
named times and places, fbr the purpose of
of currant bushes, Qf quince trees, amd receiving the State and County Taxes, for the
year 1884, assessed in their respective districts,
the mountain ash, in order to check the y iz :
Borough of Norristown, 1st and 2d wards, at
ravages of the borer. In the garden of
the County Treasurer’s office, Wednesday, June
Mr. Robert J. Swan, of Geneva, are ex 4th, from 8 to 12 and from 1 to 4%.
of Norristown, 3d and 4th wards, at
traordinarily thrifty currant bushes, to theBorough
County Treasurer’s office, Thursday, June
5th,
from
8
to 12 and from 1 to 4
which coal ashes have been applied for
Borough of Norristown, 5th and 6th wards at
many years, and which have not only the County Treasurer’s office, Friday, June 6th,
8 to 12 and from 1 to 4 ^ .
been free from the borers, but also from from
Borough of Bridgeport, at the County Treas
the attack of the currant worm. There urer’s office, Monday, June 9th, from 8 to 12 and
1 to 4}^.
are also quince trees of equal thrifti from
Township of Norriton, at the County Treas
ness, whicl^iiave been under like treat urer’s office, on Tuesday, June 10th, from 8 to
12 and from 1 to 4%.
ment suityin the lawn are a number of
Borough of Conshohocken, 1st ward, at the
house of Mrs. Benjamin Smith, on Wed
mountain ashes, some of which have public
nesday, June 11, from 9 to 12.
Borough of Conshohocken, 2d ward, at the
been treated with coal ashes and the
public house of James Ward, Wednesday, June
others have not, and the difference in 11, from 1 to 4.
Borough of West Conshohocken, at the public •
vigor is extremely well marked in favor house
o f John Oakley, on Thursday, June 12,
to 5.
*&Y*tho8e to which coal ashes have been from
Township of Upper Merion, at the public
applied. The ashes for this purpose house
of James F. Hoy,’ on Friday, June 13,
are heaped up about the stem to a from 10 to 3.
Township of Plymouth, at the public house of
height perhaps of 6 to 8 inches and ex- John Marple, Saturday, June 14, from 10 to 3.
Township of Whitemarsh, East, at the public
! tending about 2 feet from the trunk. house
of 8. H. Bush, on Monday, June 16th,
The explanation offered is, that the from 10 to 3.
of Springfield, at the public house
ashes afford mechanical protection and ofTownship
Edward McCloskey, on Tuesday, June 17th,
from
10
to
3.
also are of advantage as a mulch in
Township of Upper Dublin, at the public house
maintaining moisture and cool tempera of Charles H. Palmer, on Wednesdaj', June 18,
from 10 to 3.
ture for the soil.
Township of Horsham, at the public house of
Coal ashes may also be found desir G. & J. K. Hallowell, on Thursday, June 19,
from 10 to 3.
able for use in ameliorating heavy clay
Township of Lower Merion, lower district,
at the office of Bernard McMonagle, on
soils, the intermixture preventing to east,
Friday, June 20, from 9 to 11.
some extent the baking which is so apt
Township of Lower Merion, lower district, at
public house of James Baird, on Friday,
to occur after rains in early summer. the
June 20, from 12M to 4.
Township of Lower Merion, upper district,
The chemical value of coal ashes where
west, at the public house of Isaac H. Evans, on
wood kindlings have not been used is Saturday, June 21, from 8 to 11.
of Lower Merion, upper district, at
of very little account, and we can say theTownship
public house of Jesse K; Johnson, on Satur
that there is no doubt but that field ex day, June 21, from 12 to 8.>V
Township of Gwynedd, lOiver, at the public
periments in general, with coal ashes, house
of Samuel C. Custer, on.Monday, June 23,
from
9 to 12.
have proved quite conclusively their
Township of Gwynedd, upper, at the public
uselessness. In analyses of coal ashes house of Michael Frederick, on Monday, June
from 1 to 3.
from the Pennsalvania white-ash coal, 23,Borough
of North Wales, at the public house
examined by Prof. Storer, 5 per cent, of Francis Kile, on Tuesday, June 24, from 10 to
3.
of phosphoric acid and 1.47 percent, of
Township of Montgomeiy, at the public house
Samuel M Johnson, on Wednesday, June 25,
potash was found, but these quantities, of
from 10 to 3.
Township of Upper Providence, upper, at the
as Prof. Storer well says, are inferior
public house of Lewis L. Bechtel, on Thursday
to what would have been found in good June
26th, from 9 to 3.
Borough of Royers ford, at the public house of
pit sand from eastern Massachusetts.

DealerTn efflry quality of Rootling, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices. '

JJ

H. ELLIS \

Carpenter antk Millwright*
G R A T E R ’S TfORD, PA,
Estimates made for work and contracts taken.
All work promptly done in a satisfactory mauner.
450-476

jgDWARD DAVID,

PAINTER and PAPSR-HANCSR,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

H. KEELER,

P a in te r , G rainer,
and P a p er-H a n g er.
T R A P P E PA.
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figuresAll work done in a satisfactory manner.

JO H N M ILLER,

&

T A I L O R .

TRAPPE, PA.
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with
latest styles, or in any style that may he desired.
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.

gAM UEL P. SHANTZ.

Carpenter and Builder.
RAHN 8RATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
No palps spared to give satisfaction.

CUNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

HENRY YOST,
News Agent,

^

Collegeville.

H. RINGLER,

Practical Horse Shoer*
One mile east of TRAPPE, Pa. All kinds of
blacksmith work done in a satisfactory manner.

U , N. BARNDT,

Rato Statin, IraaMip P. 0. Pa.,
Is prepared to sharpen Mill Picks and facing
hammers, and ali kinds of edge tools. Always
on Hand new mill picks and facing hammers.
Mowing machines and Sewing machines repaired.
Lowest cash prices.
461—487.

QOAL!
I am prepared to sell at my Fertilizing Works,
near Limerick Station, First-class Coal from 25
to 50 cents less per ton gross weight, than i t can
be bought elsewhere, and I am prepared to de
liver the same, if required.
JACOB TRINLEY.
•*» A I T P M T Q

* AX. A XiJM A o .

ANDERSON

direct fertilizer would through the ad
dition of material to the soil. We thus
often obtain the apparent effects of a
fertilizer, as when sand is added to the
soil, or coal ashes, or other materials
which act in the same manner. We
may also name drainage as a factor of
this character.
It will be thus seen that our study of
soils, the mechanical condition as well
as fertilizing, should receive our equal
attention, and that we shall be liable to
err if either factor be made too pro
nounced in our investigations.

^ s m it h ,
Solicitors of U. 'S', and Foreign Patents, No.
700 Seventh Street, cor. G., opp. JJ. S. Patent
Office, Washington, D. C. Cm pondence so
licited. No charge for advice. No fee charged
unless Patent is allowed. References, Lewis
Johnson & Co., Bankers, and Postmaster, Wash
ington, D. C. Pamphlet of Instructions free.

SALT AS A FER TILIZER.

CARPET SPECIALTY,

IF YOU WANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

T h e L a r g e s t a n d B e s t S e l e c t e d S to c k o p R ic h e s t C o l o r in g s w e e v e r O f f e r e d .

H E E B N E R & SO N S,

A ND T H E B E S T AND

Ingrain, Carpet........................25, 31, 35, 40, 50c. Body Moquet ..................................... $1.50, $1.75
Extra Ingrain..........................65, 75, 85c. to $1.00 Hall and Stair to mátch....... 25, 40, 50, 75c. $1.00
Trpestry Brussels. . . .75, 80, 85, 90c., $1.00, $1.00 Schuylkill co., Prison EagCarpet. ..45,50,60,75c

L A N S D A L E , Montg. Co.r Fenna

CheapestFamilyBihles

H E M P C A R P E T , M A T T IN G and OIL C L O T H S

You should wait until you have seen the collec
tion of Wm. C. GORDON, Special Agent for
Hubbard Bros. In selecting a family bible it is
highly important that you get the latest and
best edition, and no home is complete without
one. The complete Domestic Bible is positively
unequaled for new and desireable improvements.
Seventy valuable features, 2000 illustrations,- 50
full page plates, mostly by the great French ar
tist Gustave Dore, and for elegant and durable
bindings of great artistic excellence are unsur
passed by hny in the maket.
We would call especial attention to the superb
book entitled TREASURY OF SONG for the
Home Circle. A collection of 300 of the purest
gems selected from the whole realm of song.
Costing in sheet music many times the price of
the book. Here only $2,50 or $8,50 according to
binding. Eminent citizens say : A treasury of
pleasure for every home ; Ju s t the Book. The
^Treasury of Song,” or a nice family Bible for a
holiday or birthday present. Will be pleased to
give all an opportunity to examine these valu
able books, or will respond promptly to any
order sent to my address.
f
WM. C. GORDON,
Collegeville, Pa.

SHADES &C SIED-A-IDIISra^ Newest Colors'and Designs.

------ F O R — —

POPULAR BOOKS
.

n P F Q ? n n n n Q • Black Silk, guaranteed not to cut. Solid Colored Silk—Garnet,
U K E . O O U U U J J O . Qreeflj Bronze, Blue, Brown, Plumb, &c. Cloth-finish Black Cash
meres, Colored Wool Beges, Albatross, Nuns’ Veiling, Broehes—a general variety of New Dress
Goods at prices to suit the times. Laces, Collars, Ties, Lawns, Chintzes, in fact a live stock. Call
and see. The politest attention to ail, at the

OLD ST03STE STORE 1
A. A. Y E A K L E , Cor. Main and DeJcalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.,

Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
applied to horse powers,
H e e b n p r ’ s L it t l e

Gia n t

T h r e s h in g

and

Cl e a n i n g M a c h i n e ,

Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, &c.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
order.
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
lowest prices.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

-LARGEST STOCK 0FS P K IN G A N D

HEEBNER & SONS,

S U M M E R C L O T H IN G .
-AT THE STORE OF-

LANSDALE, PA.

Grristock & Vanderslice,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

MARBLE WORKS! H E B M A I S T
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.

W n e fs Patent Level Treats
Horse Powers !

AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.

ENTERPRISE

W

E T Z E L ,

66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Hall]

would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

D ealers in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LUM BER,

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING IN GREAT VARIETY.

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

S H IN G L E S, split and sawed.

Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest aud latest designs.,

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

P IC K E T S ,

For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

L e h i g h and S c h u y lk il l

C ED A R AND

CH ESTNU T

R A IL S.

B U ILD IN G S, ST EPS* S IL L S , E T C ,, E T C .
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses' are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
“ Low prices and fa ir dealings
RESP E C TFU LLY,

B. Theo. Buckwalter.

: I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
contQmaiShe'of the same. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe,;aiid vicinity ; as heretofore, on

TU ESD A Y, i ’HURSDA Y and SA TURD A Y
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash pri?es paid for Calvee.

W M . J . TH O M PSO N,

¿ttention !

Hofsmi !

Mambrino Hasson,
The Thoroughbred. Trotting Stallion will make
the season of ’84 from April 1st, at the stable of
the owner, at Washington Square Hotel, Mont
gomery county. Charges, $50 am are. Mares
not proving with foal can be «£turned next sea
son iree oi charge.
Mambrino Hasson was' sir'ed ‘by Relf’s Marabrino Pilot, who is the sire of Hannis Mambrino,
Gift Emulous and other noted trotters, and Pilot
was half brother to the noted Lady Thorn.
JOSEPH C. BEYER, Norristown P. O.

JOB PRINTING

-IN THE—

BEST MANNER

k LONG F E L T WANT,

AND DOUBLE HOW

PLANTER

with Phosphate attachment—a machine that is
given perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call
and see it or send for descriptive circular. Also
the Champion Mower, Reaper and Cord Binders,
greatly improved within the last year, it is now
most perfect and the lightest machine. I t can
be seen on any day at Yost’s Agricultural Store.
Also all improved plows, Horse Rakes and all
improved Farming Implements used. All ma
chinery sold at lowest market prices.
GEORGE YOST,
Collegeville, Pa.

Yerkes Station Mills.

Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
Improved Facilities.

CORN,
OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
RYE BRAN,
LINSEED MEAL, Ac.
iS T L O W E S T CASH PRICES. '
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.

J. H . L A N D E S .

Harness Emporium,
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Upper Providence Square Pa.,

JOHN 6. DOTILER Proprietor.
[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]

nannepues
THE GREA

Symptoms are moisture, stinging* itching* worse at
night; seems ns if pin-worms were crawling about
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
pleasant, economical and positive cure* Swatnk’s
Ointment w superior to any article in the market.
Sold by druggists, or send 50 cts. in 3-ct. Stamps. 3
Boxes, §1.25. Address, Pa. Swayne & Son, Phila., P *

One of the best Local, Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
subscribe.

COLLEGEVILLE

EXTRAORDINARY
B A R G A IN S
Housekeepers, Young and Old, if you desire to
save money visit my

Furniture Ware-Rooms,
On Road leading from Skippackville to College
ville, 1% miles from the former place.

All Kinds of New and Second«
Hand Furniture
At the Very Lowest Prices*
Chamber Suits,
CottageSuits,
Parlor Suits,
Lounges, I
Bedsteads,
Mattresses,
Bed Springs,
Marple Top Tables,
Extensive Tables,
Dining and Breakfast Tables,
Book Cases,
Bureaus,
Side Boards,Sinks,
All kinds of
Chairs, &c.
All kinds of second-hand
Furniture.
Old furniture taken in exchange for new, such
as corner cupboards, cases of drawers, desks,
high case clocks, wardrobes, &c. Books bought
and sold printed by Christopher Sauer. You are
welcome to come and examine my goods,whetlier
you purchase or not. .

Geo. D. Detwiler.
CALL A TTH E

Y erta Grain, Hour, M & Coal Depot.
Where you will find a large supply of

CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
Corn, Oats, Wheat
and Screanings.

BOOTS and SHOES. fgj_ “PROVIDENCE

INDEPENDENT’ ,

Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,

Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a . cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing. -

Always on hand a Bill Stock of

-A T THIS OFFICE.-

FLOUR,

Agricultural Store

Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prices.

New Store !

C O A L.

AND CAKE MEAL.

Paten Process Straiaht,
a i Fancy Family Floar,

Collegeville, SHOE anä EAT STORE.

-

COLLEGEVILLE

C O RN
EXECUTED

-

OATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,

HENCH’S Patent CULTIVATOR
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

C O A L.

----- A T T H E -----

Can be found all the latest and most improved
Agricultural Machinery, including

J . II li R O U T ,

Cigar Manufacturer,

,

EVANSBU RG , LOW ER PRO VID ENCE P. 0.

June 8-ly.

Rebecca Schrack, on Friday, June 27, from 10 to
3.
Township of Upper Providence, lower, at Port
Providence Hall, on Saturday, June 28, from 10
to 3.
Township of Whitemarsh, west, at the public
house of John Beyerly, on Wednesday, July 2,
from 10 to 3.
Township of Whit.pain, at the pnblic house of
William 0 . Blackburn, on Thursday, July 3,
----- T R A P P E , PA ____
from 10 to 3.
Township of* Lower Providence, at the public
house o f George W. Emery, on Tuesday, July
8, from 9 to 3.
Township of Worcester, at the public house of A LARGE AND WELL SEASONED STOCK OF
Elijah Skeen, on Wednesday, July 9, from 10 to
3.
Borough of Pottstown, east ward, at the public
house of D. II. Bennett, on Thursday, July 10,
from 9 to 4.
Borough of Pottstown, 2d and 3d wards, at Always on hand. All the leading brands made
the public house of W. O’Brie!** on Friday, July to order. Your patronage solicited.
11, from 9 to 4.
Borough of Pottstown, west ward, at the public
house of W. R. Shuler, on Saturday, July 12,
from 9 to 3.
Township of Limerick, at the public house of
John S. Moo**e, on Monday, July 14, from 10 to
4.
Township of Pottsgrove, lower, at the public
house of Nathaniel Fryer, on Tuesday, July 15,
from 8 to 12.
Township of Pottsgrove, upper, at the public
house of F. R. Pennypacker, on Tuesday, July
15, from 1 to 4.
Township of Douglass, west, at the public
house of Jacob L. Bickel, on Wednesday, July
16, from 8 to 11.
•SUPPLIED*
Township of Douglass, east, at the public
house of F. B. Fox, on Wednesday July 16, from
1 to 4.
Township of New Hanover* at the public house
of William Weand, on Thursday, July 17, from 9
to 3.
Township of Frederick, at the public house of
Milton S. Hauck, on Friday, July 18, from 8 to 2.
Township of Marlborough, at the public house
of Samuel Barndt, on Monday, July 21, from 10
to 2.
Borough of Green Lane, at the public house of
D. II. Rudy, on Monday July 21, from 3 to 6 p. m.
Borough of East Greenville, at the public house
of N. B. Keely, on Tuesday, J uly 22, from 10 to 3.
Township of Upper Hanover, at the public
house of Jonas Haring, on Wednesdav, July 23,
We have just opened in the store room
from 9 to 3.
next to the Post office, a very good assortment
Township of Upper Salford, east* at the public of first-class
house of Jacob P. Dannehower, on Thursday,
July 24, from 8 to 11.
Township of Upper Salford, west, at the public
house of J. K. Bucher, on Thursday, July 24,
from 1 to 4,
A.11 H o lld L e a t h e r .
Township of Lower Salford, at the public
house of V. S. Ziegler, on Friday, July 25, from
9 to 3.
Township of Perkiomen, west, a t the public HATS a n d CAPS, W o o l a n d F u r .
house of David H. Bean, on Monday, July 28,
from 9 to 3.
O ur Motto-. ONE P R IC E and Cash.
Township of Perkiomen, ea6t, at the public
house of Michael S. Croll, on Tuesday, July 29, I
from 9 to 3.
J. II. eOTTSIIALL, M anager.
Borough of Lansdale, at the public house of
A. G. Freed, on Wednesday , July 30* from 9 to 3.
Township of Franconia, at the public house of
Gideon N. Nice, on Thursday, July 31, from 9 to
3.
Township of Hatfield* at the public house of
Oliver Althouse, on Friday, August 1, from 9 to
3.
Township of Towamencin* at the public house
of A. S. Bickel, on Saturday, August 2, from 10
to 3.
Borough of Hatboro, at the public house of
John B. Jones, on Monday, August 4,10 to 3.
Township of Mooreland, lower, at the public
house of Eli Engle, on Tuesday, August 5, from
8 to 12.
Township of Mooreland, upper, at the public
house of Thomas Dance, on Tuesday, August 5,
from 1 to 4.
Township of Abington, at the public nouse of
Charles Cottman, on Wednesday, A ugust6, from
9 to 8.
Borough of Jenkintown; at the public house of
J . F. Cottman, on Thursday, August 7, from 10
to 3.
Township of Cheltenham, at the public house
of L. C. Clayton, on Friday, August 8, from 8 to
3.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before the 15th day of September, 1884, will be
given into the hands of a collector, when 5 per
cent, will be added for collection, as per act o f
CURE FOR
Asssembly.
HENRY A. COLE,
Treasurer of Montgomery County. 3
County Treasurer’s Office,* >
Norristown, May 26, 1884. S

In considering the manurial value of
ditfereut substances we are apt to over
look the mechanical acton in favor of
chemical action. There are many sub
stances which have been found useful
for application to the soil whose action
cannot be considered as chemical, but
rather as physical. We may mention
common, salt as a type. It is improbable
that soda or chlorine, except in very
minute quantities, is necessay to the
growth of agricultural plants and it is
quite certtiu that for most plants soda
cannot replace potash in their composi
tion. We speak cautiously upon this
matter, as all agricultural plants do not
appear to have undergone examination
in this respect. The use of salt may
give an apparent increase of crop on
some soils, and with certain plants, and
where nitrate of soda is used as a
spring dressing upon crops, the dilu
tion with from one-half to two-thirds
its weight in salt has been found of
advantage, as preventing in dry seasons
what is called the burning of the young
plants, and in wet seasons the excessive
development of straw. Salt, however,
seems to change in some degree the
physical condition of the soil, and it
has been stated by a good observer that
asparagus heavily dosed with salt fur
nishes a later crop than where the salt
is not applied. In agriculture, how
ever, cheap and impure salt is used in
stead of the refined sal¿, and hence it
may appear that other materials are
applied to the soil in practice, than
chloride of sodium alone. Thus the re
fuse salt from fish packing establish
ments may contain fragments of fish,
etc.
In our relations with the soil we have
to meet conditions of extreme perplexi
ty. There are not only chemical con
stitutions to the soil; or the plant food
constituents as a factor which receives
general recognition, and also the trans
fer of the plant food within the soil
through the action of moisture and
capillary attraction, the greater or less
decompositions continually taking place
whereby plant food is liberated or
changes its conditions ; but we have
also what we may call the mechanical
relations, or, otherwise expressed; the
capacity of the soil to receive and trans
mit impressions from temperature and
moisture in their relations with the food,
its varied capacity to the penetration
of plant roots, as well as the various in
teractions between these and the other
named factors. Hence a change in the
mechanical conditions of the soil which
admits of a gaeater freedom for plant
feeding or a quicker access to heat and p O R RENT.
moisture, may make available the plant
A part of a house in Collegeville.
Apply at THIS OFFJÇE.
foocl, and thus may seem to act as a

----- IN GREAT VARIETY.-----

The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.

Corn Meal, Bran, Middlings,
Linseed Meal, 2ugar«corn Feed,
H OM IN Y F E E D M E A L,
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
M A L T SPR O U TS, &c.
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
Having the latest most improved and conven
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK ient facilities for handling feed with the laeast
MANSHIP. A full stock of
possible cost. I am enabled to defy competition
B L A N K E T S,
in the sale of all kinds of feed and grain, will
not be undersold by anyone. iS if Also a large
TOP-COVERS,
well selected stock of the best L E H IO H
IM PROVED COLLARS, and
and SC H U YLK ILL COAL.
W H IPS, the., <tc.
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
tion guaranteed to all.

A . C. L A N D E S .

T H E POPULAR

B A K E R Y !
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh
»

Bread, Rolls &cM
EVERY MORNING.

In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.

John G.Betwiler.
PA TEN TS.
F. A. Lehmann, Solicitor of American and
Foreign Patents, ^Washington, D. C. All busi
ness connected witli Patents, whether before the
Patent Office or the Courts, promptly attended
to. No charge made unless a patent is secured.
Send for circular.

JO SEPH ST O N E ,

IC E CREAM!

CARPET

Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
sale at reasonable prices*

WEAVER,

P E R K IO M E N B R ID G E .

DINING ROOMS,
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near
Main, Norristown,
H A R R Y B. L O N G , Proprietor,
Is the place to go to get anything yon may de
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best stylé)
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
and best in town, done up in every style. Remem
ber the place and favor it with your patrottag*
when in town.

T ADIES !
The Fall Styles are now out in Frizzes, Combs,
&c. We have a large stock on hand., Plt'iit y Tof
good and cheap Switches. Nets and pips of
every description. Combings made up and h air,
bought.
E. M. AUGE, -,
16 E. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.

wÜ ANTED.
PAINTERS.
Apply to
EDWARD DAVID, Collegeville, P*.

